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ABSTRACT 
How Do Gestures Reflect Thought and When Do They Affect Thought? 
Melissa Bradley Zrada 
 
People perform gestures both while communicating with others and while thinking to 
themselves. Gestures that people perform for themselves when they are alone can reveal a great 
deal about what they are thinking, and are also believed to improve comprehension and memory. 
Previous research has demonstrated that people gesture when information can be mapped 
directly to a spatial representation; for example, on tests of spatial thinking. What is not as 
widely researched is whether or not people will gesture for information that is not inherently 
spatial. Further, will people gesture for information that is not spatial or relational? And if 
individuals do gesture for these other types of stimuli, what types of gestures will they perform, 
and will gesturing improve memory? 
 This work provides evidence that people do gesture, even when the information is not 
inherently spatial or relational. For information that is not spatial but related, people perform 
representational gestures; for example, creating an ordered list with their hands to represent 
preference of movie genres. For information that is non-relational, people use considerably fewer 
representational gestures, but can be observed using beat gestures, which are believed to help in 
keeping track of information. These studies did not provide strong evidence to support the claim 
that gestures help people understand and remember information, as gesture was only beneficial 
for one type of stimuli (mechanical systems). However, future research with more sensitive 
measures has the potential reveal this phenomenon.
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Rationale & Research Questions 
 The studies in this dissertation were designed to investigate scenarios in which people 
gesture, the nature of these gestures, and whether or not gesturing will improve comprehension 
and memory. Study 1 was designed to explore whether or not people would gesture for stimuli 
that was not inherently spatial. Previous work has demonstrated that reading spatial texts results 
in representational gestures for those texts. But would participants perform gestures when the 
stimuli were not inherently spatial, but could be spatialized (e.g. schedules)? If so, what would 
these gestures look like? And would these gestures improve performance on tests of 
comprehension and recall? 
Study 2 was proposed to explore gesture behavior for non-relational stimuli: would 
people still gesture for information that had no connective elements? If so, what types of gestures 
would they perform, and would these gestures have cognitive benefits? 
Dissertation Overview 
 Chapter II provides a review of the literature on gestures for self. This literature is limited 
to a few commonly researched areas: memory, mathematics, problem solving, and spatial 
thinking. The research spans age groups, including young children up to adults. There is a gap in 
the literature when it comes to spontaneous gestures for self when participants are alone – in 
many of the reviewed studies, participants are prompted to gesture and/or in the presence of a 
researcher. Chapter III describes Study 1, conducted in conjunction with research colleague, 






Gesture Behavior: An Overview 
 Gesture has been studied in many different contexts. People gesture in conversation when 
they are speaking with others; they gesture to convey information, such as object descriptions 
and locations. But people also gesture to themselves when they are alone and asked to think 
about and understand information. This chapter will focus on the latter – gestures for thought. 
Types of Gestures 
 Before delving into a discussion about when people gesture and how gestures help people 
think, it is important to recognize that gestures can be categorized and that certain gestures may 
be indicative of certain cognitive processes. McNeill (1992) identified four distinct types of 
gestures: iconic (representational), metaphoric, deictic (pointing), and beat. Iconic gestures are 
representative of something, which is usually stated in speech. For example, an individual who is 
describing the shape of a vase might use their hands to model this shape. Metaphoric gestures are 
also representative, but of something abstract. McNeill (1992) provides the example of a person 
holding out a hand while saying, “I wanted to ask you something.” The subject of this gesture is 
abstract in nature. Deictic gestures are pointing movements, with a finger or other body part; a 
person might use a deictic gesture by pointing to an object or area of interest. Beat gestures are 
small, brief movements that are more rhythmic than meaningful, such as the tapping of a finger 
(McNeill, 1992). During studies concerning gestures for self, it is common for representational 
gestures to be the focus (as seen in Kessell & Tversky, 2005). This is logical, since metaphoric 
gestures deal with content from speech, and the exact meaning of beat gestures is unknown. 
Conversely, iconic gestures allow individuals to represent thoughts and ideas. 
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Gesture during Communication 
 Conversational gestures are important in helping both convey and understand spoken 
words. Although not the central topic of this review, gestures observed during communication 
can play a role in our thinking. Kelly, Barr, Church, and Lynch (1999) conducted a series of 
experiments to determine how gestures influence the interpretation of spoken statements. Results 
indicated that a combination of speech and gesture was optimal for understanding the intended 
meaning of a direct communication, as opposed to only a spoken statement or only a deictic 
gesture. They concluded that gestures ground the meaning of statements, but that gestures alone 
do not provide the same level of communicative meaning (Kelly et al., 1999). However, the 
value of communicative gestures may be dependent on the context in which they are performed. 
Reynolds and Reeve (2001) studied how gestures can facilitate collaborative problem solving by 
observing an interaction between two students exploring plots of speed and time. Gestures 
played a role in both joint attention and explanations. Although Kelly et al. (1999) claim that 
gestures don’t communicate at the same level as speech, Reynolds and Reeve (2001) speculate 
that gestures may help people to express ideas that they cannot put into words. 
Gesture during Thought 
 The focus here is on gestures performed while thinking, and how these gestures enhance 
the ability to process and remember information. This phenomenon occurs in many contexts and 
can be observed in childhood through adulthood. One question at the forefront of this research is 
what function gestures during thought serve. Some researchers have suggested that gestures 
make it possible to visualize or represent ideas, while others believe gestures are used to lighten 
cognitive load. There is research to support each of these arguments, but when considered 
together suggests that gestures help in various ways. 
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 Perhaps gestures provide people with a visual representation of an object or idea. 
However, there is evidence that gestures are used during thought even when the gesturer cannot 
see his/her own gestures. Iverson and Goldin-Meadow (1997) conducted a study with blind and 
sighted children, ages 10 to 12. Children were given a series of three tasks: (1) narrative, in 
which they were shown a model of a fictitious neighborhood and were read a story that took 
place there; (2) directions, in which they were asked to give directions to common locations in 
the school; and (3) conservation, in which they were given eight Piagetian conservation tasks. 
Half of the sighted children were asked to wear a blindfold, while the other half had no such 
restriction. Researchers coded gestures during each task, and while there was no difference in 
gesture behavior for the narrative (few gestures overall), there were significant differences for 
the other two tasks. During the directions task, blind children performed significantly fewer 
gestures than sighted children. Conversely, during the conservation task, blind children 
performed significantly more gestures than sighted children (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 1997). 
If the sole purpose of gesture was for visual cuing, it can be assumed that blind individuals 
would not gesture. This experiment demonstrates that gesture is a motor phenomenon that is 
used to help people think, even if they have never seen gesture before. It is the act of gesture and 
not the ability to see gestures that is beneficial. 
 Hostetter and Alibali (2010) suggested the Gestures for Simulated Action framework to 
explain why people gesture. This theory argues: “the motor simulations that are involved in 
thinking about actions are the source of representational gestures” (Hostetter & Alibali, 2010, p. 
246). To test this theory, the researchers conducted an experiment that looked at the frequency of 
gestures during tasks with varying levels of action. Participants were randomly assigned to one 
of two conditions: (1) visual then action or (2) action then visual. Each visual trial lasted 10 
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seconds, and consisted of participants being shown a shape with dots on the corners and edges. 
Each action trial presented the same type of visual, which disappeared after only 3 seconds. After 
this presentation, participants were asked to replicate what they had seen using manipulatives. 
After both condition trials, participants were asked to describe what they had seen (e.g. position 
of shapes and dots). Participant gesture behavior was analyzed, and more representational 
gestures were observed during action trials (Hostetter & Alibali, 2010). This result supports the 
idea that gestures emerge as a result of “thinking about actions.” However, this theory does not 
take into consideration the possibility that individuals may use gesture to structure their thoughts 
– thoughts that are not inherently active or spatial in nature. 
 Another theory for how gestures help people think is the idea that gestures lighten 
cognitive load. Melinger and Kita (2007) were interested in the role cognitive load might play on 
gesture behavior. They conducted an experiment in which participants studied images of maze-
like pathways containing colored circles, then were asked to describe them. Pathways were either 
simple (non-choice point) or complex (choice point). In complex scenarios, participants came to 
a point in which they had to choose a direction, seemingly increasing cognitive load. Simple 
scenarios included no such decision. The authors hypothesized that the choice factor would yield 
more gestures. Results indicate that this hypothesis was correct: a greater number of gestures 
were performed for participants during complex descriptions rather than simple descriptions 
(Melinger & Kita, 2007). The authors conclude that this finding supports the idea that higher 
cognitive load results in increased incidence of gesture. However, no exclusive measure of 
cognitive load was assessed. Instead, evidence that more difficult tasks elicit more gestures 
seems to be the take-away from this study. 
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 Ping and Goldin-Meadow (2010) also investigated the role of cognitive load on gesture 
behavior. They wondered, would gestures lighten cognitive load even if the object(s) of interest 
were not present? Children ages 7 and 8 completed a series of Piagetian liquid conservation tasks 
in one of two conditions: objects present or objects absent. Each task had two assessments: (1) 
explain the answer for the conservation task, and (2) remember two words. The second 
assessment was designed to be a measure of cognitive load; if cognitive load was higher, it 
would be more difficult to recall these two words. During explanation of the Piagetian 
conservation tasks, children were told to gesture for one set of tasks, and told not to gesture for 
another set. Researchers coded both deictic and iconic gestures, the frequency of which differed 
depending on presence of objects. When objects were present, children were most likely to make 
both iconic and deictic gestures. However, when objects were absent, children’s gestures were 
most often iconic gestures, representative of the objects and actions. Finally, gesture behavior 
during explanation of the Piagetian conservation tasks resulted in better recall for the two words 
across both objects present and absent conditions. This indicates that gesture lightened cognitive 
load both when objects were visible and when they were imagined (Ping & Goldin-Meadow, 
2010). While the evidence does seem to support the idea that gestures lighten cognitive load, 
further research should be conducted to explore this possibility in different scenarios and for 
different age groups. 
 Morsella and Krauss (2004) hypothesized that gesture is beneficial for working memory, 
particularly for visuospatial stimuli. They asked adults to describe images that were either 
present or absent. These images were either codable (familiar, recognizable objects such as a 
clock) or non-codable (abstract line drawings). While participants gestured for all stimuli, 
gestures were more frequent for absent and non-codable images. The researchers assert that 
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gestures are used because they improve working memory for these more abstract images that 
must be recalled (Morsella & Krauss, 2004). Gesture is a tool that allows people to put thoughts 
into space, so it is logical that individuals would turn to this tool when trying to explain 
something out of view or complex. 
Gestures for Self 
 Gestures for self, sometimes called co-thought gestures, are believed to be made for the 
gesturer alone. These gestures are observed when a person is in isolation, and accompany silent, 
focused thought. However, this setting is not common in the gesture literature: it is more 
common to have a researcher present who prompts an individual for an explanation about 
something, which results in gesture behavior. Sometimes, experimenters even prompt 
participants to use gesture, which takes away the spontaneity of the phenomenon. 
Understandably, there is debate about whether gestures are truly for the one gesturing or for 
others (e.g. experimenter). In other words – how do we know people are really only gesturing for 
themselves? This question can be answered in part by the previously mentioned study conducted 
by Iverson and Goldin-Meadow (1997).  It can be argued that if gestures are for others, blind 
individuals would not gesture when communicating with each other. Iverson and Goldin-
Meadow (1997) showed just the opposite – blind participants did use gesture during an 
interaction with a blind experimenter. Although this experiment was conducted with a relatively 
small sample, it presents compelling evidence that gesture is a phenomenon meant to benefit the 
speaker alone. Therefore, even if there is an experimenter in the room observing participant 





When Do Gestures Help People Think? 
 There is compelling evidence that gestures are beneficial in a wide range of scenarios, 
including memory and recall, mathematics, problem solving, and spatial thinking.  
Memory and recall. Does performing gestures improve one’s memory? Stevanoni and 
Salmon (2005) investigated the role of gesture and body movement for memory in young 
children (age 6). Children observed a ten minute narrative about a pirate that included physical 
props. Interviews about memory of this experience and details about the activity took place 
approximately two weeks later, and consisted of both a general recall prompt and more specific 
prompts, in which the children were given a specific location within the narrative and asked what 
happened there. Children were placed into one of four conditions: (1) gesture instructed: children 
told to gesture and able to stand/move about; (2) gesture modeled: interviewer used gestures 
during instruction and children able to move about after general prompt; (3) gesture allowed: no 
explicit instruction to gesture or gestures by interviewer, but children were not restricted; (4) 
gesture not allowed: children wore an apron with pockets, in which they were instructed to keep 
their hands. Unsurprisingly, the gesture instructed condition resulted in significantly better recall 
than the three other conditions. However, this group did have the additional advantage of being 
able to stand and move their bodies (Stevanoni & Salmon, 2005). This difference, along with 
other differences between the groups, is slightly problematic. Simply being able to move one’s 
body freely or not might have an impact on cognition and attention – especially for six year old 
children. The findings here may be confounded by the fact that children in the highest 
performing condition had the most freedom overall. 
 A series of studies by Cook, Yip, and Goldin-Meadow (2010) examined whether or not 
gesturing improves memory for observed scenarios. In the first study, participants watched short 
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animations of actions that elicit gesture such as, “a man carrying a chicken to some scaffolding,” 
and were given a distractor task, then asked to recall what they had watched. Recall was first 
tested with an open prompt, then a cued prompt with images. Approximately three weeks later, 
participant recall was tested again in the same two ways. Participants who gestured during 
encoding were significantly more likely to recall animations after the three week delay than 
participants who did not gesture. A second study was identical to Study 1, with the exception of 
participants being randomly assigned to one of two groups to control for gesture behavior: 
instructed gesture (told to gesture) or instructed no gesture (told not to gesture). Similarly, 
participants in the instructed gesture condition exhibited better free recall and delayed free recall 
than participants in the instructed no gesture condition. A third, similarly conducted study 
examined how participants would remember videos of everyday actions (e.g. a man blowing a 
whistle), rather than random animations. The only additional difference for this study was that 
only free recall tasks were used. Results indicated no significant differences in recall between the 
instructed gesture and instructed no gesture groups. (This was not due to a ceiling effect in 
scores, the scores were simply not very different.) The final, fourth study was run identically to 
Study 3, except static images from the everyday actions videos were used as stimuli. Participants 
in the instructed gesture condition recalled significantly more than those in the no gesture 
condition, both at initial meeting and after the three week delay. This series of studies 
demonstrates the power of gesture as a tool for memory and recall. It also indicates that both 
spontaneous and prompted gestures produce this same advantageous effect (Cook et al., 2010). It 
should also be noted that research on the role of gestures in memory is not isolated, but rather 
interwoven with studies on gestures in other contexts. 
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Mathematics. Mathematics is a broad term in and of itself, and so it is necessary to 
explain what is meant by it in this context. Much of the research on gestures for thinking about 
mathematics deals with simple mathematics concepts and operations: addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. 
 The idea that spontaneous, abstract gestures help us to think mathematically is not 
surprising. After all, one of the most fundamental mathematical skills elicits gesture: counting. 
Alibali and DiRusso (1999) studied how gestures influence counting behaviors in preschool aged 
children. Each child was asked to count plastic chips under a variety of conditions: no 
instruction, child point*, child touch*, no gesture*, puppet point*, puppet touch*, and puppet 
incorrect. During each of the puppet conditions, the children were asked not to move their hands. 
Counting accuracy in the no gesture condition was significantly lower than each of the other 
conditions used for comparison (marked with an asterisk). Regardless of whether the behavior 
was being performed by the child or the puppet, accuracy was significantly higher when the 
plastic chips were touched than when they were only pointed to. Finally, there was no significant 
difference found between children and puppet gestures; however, gestures made by the children 
were not always correct. This shows that our own gestures – even when they are wrong – help us 
just as much as correct gestures from an outside party (Alibali & DiRusso, 1999). Perhaps this is 
because our own gestures carry additional meaning and understanding. 
 Returning to the relationship between cognitive load and gesture, Goldin-Meadow, 
Nusbaum, Kelly, and Wagner (2001) questioned the role of gesture when solving mathematics 
problems: did gestures decrease or increase cognitive load? Both adults and children solved age-
appropriate mathematics problems; the children were given addition problems and the adults 
were given factoring problems. Once each problem had been solved, the participant was given a 
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piece of information to remember. For children, that information was one word or three words, 
and for adults it was a series of letters, either two or six. The one word/two letter scenarios were 
designed to be easier to recall than the three word/six letter scenarios. Participants received this 
information to remember and then were asked to explain how they had solved the mathematics 
problem. During this explanation period, they were either instructed not to move their hands 
(gesture not permitted) or were given no specific instruction about hand movement (gesture 
permitted). After the explanations, participants were asked to recall the word(s)/letters they had 
been given. Participants recalled significantly more words/letters when they were able to gesture 
during the more difficult condition (three words/six letters). No such significant difference was 
observed for the easy condition (one word/two letters). This suggests that gestures helped ease 
cognitive load, allowing participants who gestured to remember more information than those 
who could not gesture. Researchers also demonstrated that the act of preventing gesture itself 
was not cognitively taxing to participants (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2001). Although this 
experiment was seemingly more about cognitive load than solving mathematics problems, it does 
demonstrate a benefit of gesturing while solving. 
 Cook, Yip, and Goldin-Meadow (2012) wondered if the act of gesturing was significant 
in easing cognitive load, or if the gestures had to be meaningful. They asked adults to solve 
polynomial equations and explain their solutions. There were three possible gesture conditions in 
this study: (1) meaningful movement, in which gesture was encouraged, (2) meaningless 
movement, in which participants were asked to move their hands in a circular motion, and (3) no 
movement, in which gesture was prohibited. As in the previously described study, participants 
were given six letters (consonants) after solving each problem and were asked to remember them 
after providing explanations. Meaningful gestures resulted in significantly better memory for the 
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letters than meaningless gestures or no gestures. This experiment demonstrates the value of 
meaningful gestures in lightening cognitive load (Cook et al., 2012). This finding supports the 
idea that gesture behavior benefits the gesturer – why would someone gesture if it was not 
helping them in some way? Additionally, these gestures must be meaningful in order to be 
helpful. 
 Novack, Congdon, Hemani-Lopez, and Goldin-Meadow (2014) sought to understand 
exactly what types of gestures aid in mathematics learning, and if the act of gesturing has a 
different effect than physical object manipulation. Third grade students were tasked with solving 
mathematical equivalence addition problems, and were assigned to one of three experiment 
groups: action, concrete gesture, and abstract gesture. Students in the action group actually 
manipulated magnetic numbers. Students in the concrete gesture group acted out the movement 
of the numbers without actually touching them, while students in the abstract gesture group were 
instructed to use abstract grouping gestures. Along with the various gesture/action instructions, 
all students received instruction on an explanation to say aloud when they were solving each 
problem. Pre-tests and post-tests were administered before and after instruction, respectively. 
Both assessments included direct and near transfer items. An additional test of far transfer was 
also administered after the post-test. No significant difference in performance was found for 
direct transfer problems. Follow-up analyses looked at near and far transfer for students who had 
solved direct transfer problems correctly. On measures of near transfer, performance for the two 
gesture groups was significantly better than the action group. Further, students in the abstract 
gesture groups performed significantly better than students in the action group on measures of far 
transfer. There was no significant difference between performance of the concrete gesture and 
action groups on measures of far transfer. This study provides evidence for the benefit of abstract 
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gestures in mathematics learning. With abstract gestures, students can generalize what they are 
learning and more easily apply it to future lessons and assessments (Novack et al., 2014). 
Connecting this study to the findings from the previously discussed study by Cook and 
colleagues (2012), one can conclude that the most helpful gestures in mathematics are abstract 
gestures that maintain some form of underlying meaning for the gesturer. A follow-up question 
asks about the nature of these gestures: are gestures more helpful when they are spontaneous or 
encouraged? 
 Broaders, Cook, Mitchell, and Goldin-Meadow (2007) explored how encouraging gesture 
behavior might improve use of mathematical strategies and understanding of mathematical 
concepts. They first asked students to solve six addition problems, then assigned each student to 
one of three groups to solve another set of six addition problems: (1) told-to-gesture, (2) told-not-
to-gesture, and (3) no instruction. During the first set of problems, 63% of children gestured. 
Although the majority of strategies observed were correct, none of the answers students 
generated were correct. During the second set of problems, told-to-gesture children generated 
significantly more strategies than either of the other two groups. This indicates that, at the very 
least, being told to gesture helped students explore novel strategies for problem solving 
(Broaders et al., 2007). 
 A second study conducted by Broaders and colleagues (2007) was designed to explore 
whether or not encouraged gestures improved mathematics learning. The same general procedure 
was followed here as in Study 1: children received six addition problems, then a second set of six 
addition problems after being split into different groups. In this study, students were only split 
into two groups: (1) told-to-gesture and (2) told-not-to-gesture. Again, students in the told-to-
gesture group generated more novel strategies than those in the told-not-to-gesture group. 
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Following the second set of problems, students received a brief lesson with examples from a 
teacher on how to solve these particular mathematics problems. A follow-up post-test revealed 
that children in the told-to-gesture group performed significantly better than those in the told-
not-to-gesture group. Further, children in the told-to-gesture group who added more strategies 
performed significantly better than children in the same condition who did not add new 
strategies, as well as children in the told-not-to-gesture condition. This evidence points to the 
idea that prompting students to gesture can increase their use of problem solving strategies, 
which can then improve their mathematics learning (Broaders et al., 2007). This has implications 
for mathematics education: even when students may be solving problems incorrectly, gesturing 
may help them discover solutions. 
 The research on mathematics and gesture to date indicates that using our hands when 
thinking about numbers is widely beneficial; for example, gestures lighten cognitive load, 
encourage exploration of novel problem solving strategies, and improve near transfer. Future 
research on mathematics might focus on other areas such as geometry, probability/statistics, or 
even calculus. 
Problem solving. As with mathematics, the term problem solving is quite broad. The 
research on gesture and problem solving suggests that gestures are advantageous in various 
contexts. One such study is a spatial thinking experiment conducted by Alibali, Spencer, Knox, 
and Kita (2011), in which participants solved six gear problems while thinking aloud. 
Participants were placed into one of two conditions: hands restrained or feet restrained (control). 
Being able to gesture was not advantageous for solving – accuracy scores neared ceiling effect. 
90% of feet restrained participants gestured, with the most common gestures being rotation and 
ticking (up and down or counting movements). The gear problems could be solved logically 
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using a pattern: if one gear is moving clockwise, the next is moving counter-clockwise, and this 
alternating pattern continues. This strategy was less common for those in the feet restrained 
condition, since they likely used gesture instead of this logic. However, participants in the feet 
restrained condition recognized this pattern faster than those in the hands restrained condition. 
The experimenters wanted to eliminate the possibility that speech had an effect on these results, 
so they ran a nearly identical study in which participants provided solutions afterwards instead of 
while solving. This second study included a slight change in the restrictions for each condition: 
participants were either unrestricted (gesture allowed) or asked to sit on their hands (gesture 
prohibited). This time, only 54% of participants who were able to gesture did so. Additionally, 
the alternating pattern was more likely to be recognized by participants in the gesture prohibited 
condition (Alibali et al., 2011). These experiments demonstrate how deeper exploration of 
problem solving strategies takes place when individuals gesture. 
Spatial thinking. Due to the spatial nature of gesture, it is not surprising that gestures 
improve performance on spatial thinking tasks. Chu and Kita (2011) conducted a series of 
studies to observe gesture behavior during mental rotation tasks. In the first study, they 
hypothesized that the more challenging a problem is, the more likely a person is to spontaneously 
gesture. Using figures from the Shepard-Metzler mental rotation task, researchers presented 
participants with a computer screen showing two small figures, one on the upper right and one 
on the upper left, along with one larger figure in the middle of the screen. Participants were 
tasked with deciding which figure (right or left) matched the center figure. All participants were 
free to gesture, since responses were recorded using a foot pedal. The majority of gestures were 
coded as representational (94%). The easier angular changes were 60º and 300º, while the more 
difficult were 120º and 240º – this makes sense, since both of the difficult angles are further from 
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the initial position, or 0º. The difference in angle between the given figure and the correct answer 
significantly affected reaction time: more difficult angles yielded longer times. This angular 
difference also had a significant effect on error rates: more difficult angles yielded more errors. 
Gesture behavior followed the researchers’ prediction – significantly more representational 
gestures were observed during the more difficult angles than during the easier ones (Chu & Kita, 
2011).  This finding is in line with previous work, such as the aforementioned study by Goldin-
Meadow and colleagues (2001), demonstrating that more gestures are observed when a task is 
more difficult. 
 In a follow-up study conducted by Chu and Kita (2011), the authors hypothesized that 
gesturing would lead to better performance on mental rotation tasks. This study was structured 
similarly to the initial study, except each stimulus presentation was timed and kept constant at 
11.36 seconds (average from the first experiment). Participants were assigned to one of three 
conditions: (1) gesture encouraged, (2) gesture prohibited (sat on hands), or (3) gesture allowed. 
Along with the mental rotation tasks, participants were given a digit span task (5-9 digits) as an 
assessment of verbal working memory. Participants in the gesture encouraged group produced 
more than six times as many gestures as participants in the gesture allowed group. As predicted, 
error rate was significantly lower for the gesture encouraged group than for either of the two 
other groups. There was no significant difference in error rate between the gesture prohibited and 
the gesture allowed groups. Additionally, there were no differences in scores on the digit span 
task, indicating that gesturing only helped for spatial tasks (Chu & Kita, 2011). This study is 
interesting but perhaps also worrisome, since it indicates that gestures only help when they are 
encouraged and are performed more frequently. Studies such as this call into question the benefit 
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of spontaneous gestures, since gestures may be exponentially more frequent and advantageous if 
they are encouraged. 
 Hostetter, Alibali, and Bartholomew (2011) investigated how gesture behavior might 
differ for spatial stimuli when the stimulus is static versus dynamic. In their study, participants 
saw two different colored arrows pointing different directions on a computer screen for four 
seconds. They were then asked to describe the arrows (Non-Rotation condition) or to describe 
them after being given a rotation direction and angle (Rotation condition). Researchers coded 
representational gestures and description accuracy. Although description accuracy was higher for 
Non-Rotation prompts, significantly more gestures were observed during the Rotation condition. 
This finding provides evidence that participants were using gestures as a tool to think spatially, 
and that dynamic stimuli yield more gestures than static (Hostetter et al., 2011). This finding is in 
agreement with previous studies that suggest gesture behavior is more frequent when the task is 
more difficult – the Rotation condition included an additional task. 
 Goldin-Meadow and colleagues (2012) demonstrated that enacted gestures are more 
beneficial than observing gestures for spatial problem solving. Participants were children, age 6, 
who were given tests of spatial transformations. For each trial, children were given one “choice 
card” and one “piece card.” The choice card showed two figures that – when combined – would 
create one of four figures presented on the piece card. The figures on the choice card would need 
to undergo one of the following movements: direct translation, diagonal translation, direct 
rotation, or diagonal rotation. Each child was given a pretest, training, and posttest. During the 
training period, the researcher either made a moving or a pointing gesture, and asked the child to 
make either a moving or a pointing gesture. This resulted in four conditions: (1) Experimenter 
Move/Child Move, (2) Experimenter Move/Child Point, (3) Experimenter Point/Child Move, and 
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(4) Experimenter Point/Child Point. All training conditions resulted in score improvement, but 
children who performed a move gesture improved significantly more than those who pointed. 
The behavior of the researcher during training had no such effect on score improvement (Goldin-
Meadow et al., 2012). This experiment cleanly demonstrates that the act of performing a 
representative gesture is most beneficial during a spatial thinking task. 
Environments. Memory for environments requires spatial thinking. Previous work has 
shown the benefits of gesture on spatial thinking, and so it is logical to conclude that the same 
effects will be observed for environments. 
 As previously stated, few gesture studies look solely at spontaneous gestures for self – it 
is typically common to look at gesture in conjunction with speech, during an explanation, or 
when a participant is instructed to gesture. Jamalian, Giardino, and Tversky (2013) aimed to 
study gesture behavior when an individual is alone and tasked with studying and recalling details 
about environments. In this study, participants read descriptions of environments either in route 
or survey perspective. These descriptions varied by number of landmarks (4 or 8) and location 
(outdoor or indoor). After studying each environment, participants responded to true/false 
statements, which were either verbatim or inference statements. Gesture behavior was observed 
in the majority of participants during the study times (73%) and test times (65%). Participants 
who gestured during study performed significantly better on true/false statements than those who 
did not gesture during study times. This outcome was also observed when participants gestured 
during test times (Jamalian et al., 2013). This study demonstrates the power of spontaneous 
gestures for self on understanding and memory. 
 Logan, Lowrie, and Diezmann (2014) also conducted a study to investigate how 
spontaneous gestures influence performance on map tasks, and what types of gestures are 
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commonly used in this context. Participants were 43 Australian school children, ages 10-12, who 
were tasked with answering three multiple choice questions about three different mapped 
environments: Picnic Park, Playground, and Street Map. Participant gestures were observed 
during map examination and question answering, and gesture behavior was analyzed to 
determine if the participant gestured and what types of gestures were made. Participant gestures 
were most commonly used to mark points and routes. Incidence of gesture and accuracy appear 
to be correlated based on data presented. 75% of the participants gestured during either two or all 
three map tasks. The more difficult a map task, the more likely it was for a participant to gesture. 
But while map task difficulty and gesture behavior both increased, the percentage of correct 
answers on the multiple choice questions decreased. Gesture behaviors were found to change 
over time; for example, participants who did not gesture for the first map task shifted their 
strategy on subsequent map tasks to include gestures. Conversely, participants who gestured 
from the beginning did not change this approach and continued to gesture. Ultimately, the 
authors suggest that the participants used gesture as a cognitive support during challenging map 
tasks (Logan et al., 2014). This conclusion is one supported by other authors and across other 
contexts. 
Conclusion 
 The research on gestures for self is limited. Previous studies cover many of the same 
stimuli (e.g. mathematics), leaving others unexplored. Many studies also remove the aspect of 
spontaneity from participant gestures by prompting them to do so. In the future, further work 





STUDY 1: GESTURES FOR INFORMATION NOT INHERENTLY SPATIAL 
Author Note 
 This study was co-conducted with Yang Liu, doctoral student in Cognitive Science in 
Education at Teachers College, Columbia University. This chapter has been modified for this 
publication, but the initial statistical analyses and composition were a collaborative effort. 
Introduction 
 This study was designed to explore whether or not individuals would gesture for 
information that is not inherently spatial. Previous work has shown that people gesture to directly 
map spatial information (e.g. an environment route). Yet there is little work that explores gesture 
in contexts that are not spatial, but can be spatialized (e.g. schedules). If people do gesture for 
these stimuli, what form would those gestures take, and would they improve performance on a 
test of recall? 
 Gesture behavior for four types of stimuli will be considered: linear orders, schedules, 
mechanical systems, and arithmetic problems. Though not inherently spatial, these stimuli are all 
able to be represented spatially.  
Methods 
Participants. 125 Columbia University students and affiliates participated in this study. 
All participants were 18 years of age or older, and were native English speakers or attended an 
English-speaking high school. 
 The majority of participants were female (22 male; 103 female). 55% self-identified as 
bilingual (66 bilingual; 59 monolingual). 99 participants were right handed, 10 left handed, and 1 
ambidextrous; 9 participants did not report dominant hand. The average age of participants was 
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26 years. Participants completed a self-report of spatial thinking ability after the experiment. On 
a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent), the average reported score was 3.3. 
 Participants were randomly assigned to either the Gesture Prevented (sitting on hands) or 
Gesture Allowed condition. However, 33% of participants in the Gesture Prevented condition 
were observed using gesture at some point during the experiment. Researchers made the 
determination to continue running participants until 50 participants satisfied the criteria for each 
condition. This resulted in 72 participants in the Gesture Prevented condition and 53 participants 
in the Gesture Allowed condition. However, 6 participants who experienced difficulty with the 
system that presented the stimuli were excluded from analyses. The final sample size was 119 
participants: 50 Gesture Allowed (GA), 46 Gesture Prevented (GP), and 23 Gesture Prevented 
but Observed (GPO) – a small group comprised of the Gesture Prevented participants who used 
their hands to gesture at least one time. 
Materials. Participants each studied three types of texts, two of each text type for a total 
number of six texts. The three text types were linear orders, schedules, and mechanical systems. 
Following each text, participants evaluated true/false questions about what they had just read.  
 The linear orders were the shortest of the three texts (27-45 words) and designed to be the 
easiest to remember. Each text had four items of interest (countries by economic growth or 
movies by preference). The linear orders were followed by six true/false statements. 
 The schedules were designed to be moderately difficult and between the other two text 
types in length (61-76 words). Each text required participants to organize three activities for 
three people/events, taking place across three time slots. For example, they would need to 
remember that Jon (person) played basketball (activity) in the evening (time slot). The schedules 
were followed by sixteen true/false statements. 
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 The mechanical systems were intended to be the longest (179-183 words) and most 
difficult of the texts. Participants read both structural and functional descriptions of a mechanical 
system, each description repeating four times in alternating order. The mechanical systems were 
followed by sixteen true/false statements. 
 Participants were also asked to solve two arithmetic problems and to select the correct 
answer from a multiple choice list of four possible answers. The arithmetic problems were one 
three-digit addition and one two-digit multiplication tasks. The addition problem was designed to 
be simpler than the multiplication problem. 
The three text types were presented in counterbalanced order, as were the texts 
themselves. The arithmetic problems were also counterbalanced. All true/false statements were 
presented in random order. The order of multiple choice options for the arithmetic problems was 
consistent, from smallest to largest value. 
Procedure. Participants first consented to participation by reviewing and signing the IRB 
Informed Consent and Participants Rights documents. They were then seated at a desk with a 
desktop computer and given a practice text. This text did not count towards anything, but did 
allow participants to practice using the voice-controlled computer and to understand the nature of 
the task. Participants in the Gesture Prevented condition were asked to sit on their hands at this 
time. The researcher began two recordings, one on-screen recording and one recording of the 
room, then exited the room. 
 Once participants had completed the practice text, the experimenter returned to the room 
and made sure they did not have any questions before proceeding to the experiment texts. Once 
participants were ready, the experimenter began the presentation of the six experiment texts and 
left the room. After participants had completed these texts, the experimenter returned to the 
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room, began the presentation of the arithmetic problems, then left the room again. Upon 
completion of the arithmetic problems, participants completed a questionnaire about themselves 
and their experiences during the experiment. Participants were then given a small monetary 
compensation ($10) or one hour of study credit towards a course requirement.  
 Equipment. Stimuli were presented on an Apple iMac computer using SuperLab 
software. On-screen recordings were made using QuickTime software. Recordings of the room 
were made using a camcorder on a tripod that was placed to the participants’ right. 
Results and Discussion 
Participants. Participants in the Gesture Prevented and Gesture Allowed conditions did 
not differ significantly on any of the following variables: age t(87) = 0.050, p = 0.279; bilingual 
status t(94) = -0.780, p = 0.437; gender t(93.288) = 1.082, p = 0.282; dominant hand t(87) = -
0.217, p = 0.829; self-reported spatial ability t(94) = -0.900, p = 0.370. Since some participants 
from the Gesture Prevented condition were moved to a third, adjusted condition (Gesture 
Prevented but Observed), comparisons of all three groups were conducted on each of the 
variables above. There were no significant differences found amongst the three groups. 
Coding. Participant gestures were coded to examine possible patterns of gesture 
behavior. Only representational gestures were coded in this study. These representational 
gestures modeled some aspect of the text that participants were studying or recalling. For 
example, these gestures may represent an order, system, or numerical value. Other types of 
gestures or other hand movements such as fidgeting were not recognized by this coding scheme. 
 Characteristics of each representational gesture were coded: location, hand(s) used, 
symmetry, and looking at hands. Location could be one of three areas: in the air, on the desk (or 
other surface), or on one’s hand. Hand(s) used could be right hand, left hand, or both hands. 
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Symmetry is the observation of a symmetric gesture taking place across two hands. Looking at 
hands indicates that the participant looked at his/her hand(s) at least one time while gesturing. 
Finally, the time each participant spent gesturing during the study and test periods for each text 
was recorded. 
 Inter-rater reliability. Approximately 20% of videos (9 out of 50) from the Gesture 
Allowed condition were randomly selected and watched by two trained coders. Each coder 
recorded either a “0” (not observed) or a “1” (observed) for each of the following variables for 
each text: modeling, location (air), location (surface), location (hand), hand (right), hand (left), 
symmetric, asymmetric, looked. Each coder also recorded time spent at study, time spent 
gesturing at study, time spent at test, and time spent gesturing at test. 
 Reliability for the categorical gesture variables was high and significant, as shown in 
Table 1.  
Table 1. Inter-rater reliability for gesture characteristics. 
Gesture Behavior Cohen’s Kappa (p-values) Maxwell’s RE 
Representational Gesture 0.937 (<0.001) 0.938 
Location (Air) 0.567 (<0.001) 0.600 
Location (Desk) 0.966 (<0.001) 0.969 
Location (Hand) 0.528 (<0.001) 0.785 
Hand Use (Right) 0.938 (<0.001) 0.938 
Hand Use (Left) 0.872 (<0.001) 0.877 
Symmetric 0.797 (<0.001) 0.908 
Asymmetric 0.780 (<0.001) 0.785 
Looked at hands 0.743 (<0.001) 0.877 
 
Reliability for the time spent gesturing at study and time spent at study was determined 
with three randomly selected videos using paired student’s t-tests. Both results were not 
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significant, indicating no significant differences between the two coders for time (study gesture 
time: t(23) = -0.227, p = 0.784; study time: t(23) = 1.963, p = 0.062). 
Gesture behavior. Participants did not always comply with the gesture expectations of 
the condition they were assigned to. For example, 33.3% of Gesture Prevented participants 
gestured at least once. Although 84% of Gesture Allowed participants did gesture for at least one 
text, 16% did not gesture at all. 
 The three text types (linear order, schedule, mechanical system) were presented in a 
counterbalanced order, either from easy to hard (as listed above) or hard to easy (opposite order 
above). This presentation order was found to nearly significantly influence modeling behavior; 
more participants were observed using modeling gestures when the order of difficulty was easy 
to hard than when the order was hard to easy, t(43.424) = 2.012, p = 0.05. It is hypothesized that 
participants began gesturing for the simpler texts, and the behavior continued across future texts. 
 
 




 Location. Gestures could be observed at three main locations: in the air, on a surface, or 




Figure 2. Location of gestures for each text. 
 
During both linear orders and schedules, participant gestures were most often observed in 
the air or on a surface. Gestures on the hand were most prevalent during schedules. For both 
linear orders and schedules, participants were often observed organizing the information from 
the text into a list or table. 
 During the mechanical systems, the majority of gestures took place in the air. Since the 
systems themselves are three-dimensional in nature, it is logical that these gestures would take 
place in the most authentic three-dimensional space, rather than simply flat on a surface. 
 Finally, during the arithmetic problems, participants were observed gesturing most often 
on a surface. These gestures were highly prescribed – participants could be seen writing numbers 
and equations on the desk. This is in sharp contrast to the mechanical systems, for which the 




Figure 3. Using hand as a matrix or table for schedule (left) and writing on desk for multiplication (right). 
 
Hand use. Both hands were used most often across all six of the texts. During the two 
arithmetic problems, participants most often used their right hands. This may be due to the types 
of gestures participants performed for these stimuli – they were observed “writing” numbers and 








Symmetry. Symmetric gestures occurred when both the right and left hands performed 
mirrored actions. Such gestures were most common during the mechanical systems, perhaps 
because these texts included symmetric information (e.g. handle of the bike pump). 
 
 
Figure 5. Use of symmetric gestures by text. 
 
Looking at hands. Looking at hands at least once while gesturing was not a common 
behavior across the majority of stimuli. However, a sharp increase in this behavior was observed 
for the multiplication problem. Again, this is hypothesized to be a result of the highly prescribed 
nature of the arithmetic gestures; participants “wrote” on the desk, and were often observed 
looking down at their fingers even though no actual writing was visible. 
 Looking at hands at least once still took place during the linear orders and schedules, but 
much less frequently. Finally, it was rare for participants to look at their hands while gesturing 
for the mechanical systems. It is hypothesized that the more prescribed the gestures are (e.g. 
writing), the more likely participants are to look at their hands, while the more abstract the 
gestures are (e.g. modeling an unfamiliar system and its functions), the less likely participants 




Figure 6. Looking at hands at least once by text. 
 
 Bilingual. Previous work has suggested that bilingual individuals gesture more than 
monolingual individuals (Nicoladis, Pika, & Marentette, 2009). To test this phenomenon, a Chi-
square test of independence was conducted, comparing bilingual status (monolingual; bilingual) 
and whether or not a participant gestured on at least one text (did not gesture; did gesture). The 
result was not significant 𝜒2(1) = 1.643, p = 0.255. There is no evidence that being bilingual 
increases gesture behavior. 
 Gender. The researchers were also interested in whether or not one gender gestures more 
than the other. This question was explored using a Chi-square test of independence, comparing 
gender (male; female) to whether or not a participant gestured on at least one text. No significant 
interaction was found, 𝜒2(1) = 0.005, p = 0.942. There is no evidence that one gender gestures 
more than the other. 
Gesture times. There are four times of interest for each text: time spent at study, time 
spent gesturing at study, time spent at test, and time spent gesturing at test. This section will 
explore those variables and their interactions. 
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 Study times. Study time increased with difficultly level for the three text types. Since the 
two mechanical systems presented both structural and functional descriptions each four times, 
study time was longest for these texts by a noticeable amount. 
 Time spent studying each text did not significantly differ amongst participant conditions 
(GP, GA, GPO): countries F(2, 114) = 0.712, p = 0.493; movies F(2, 115) = 1.288, p = 0.280; 
sports F(2, 115) = 0.492, p = 0.613; events F(2, 114) = 0.689, p = 0.504; bike pump F(2, 115) = 
0.303, p = 0.739; car brake F(2, 116) = 0.272, p = 0.762; addition F(2, 102) = 0.184, p = 0.833; 
multiplication F(2, 102) = 0.267, p = 0.766. Although the GA and GPO participants could 




Figure 7. Time spent at study and time spent gesturing during study. 
 
 Gesture at study. Participants spent the largest proportion of study time gesturing during 
the two linear orders (countries: 53%; movies: 44%) and the multiplication problem (45%). This 
finding is reasonable, since the linear orders are the shortest of the texts. In contrast, the 
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mechanical systems had the smallest proportion of study time spent gesturing. This is also 
reasonable, since the stimuli are displayed in eight parts and thus take longer to present. 
 Test times. Time at test was longest for the texts that were followed by 16 true/false 
statements (schedules and mechanical systems). Time at test was noticeably shorter for the texts 
that were followed by 6 true/false statements and the arithmetic problems, which were followed 
by multiple choice options. 
Time spent evaluating true/false statements for each text did not significantly differ 
amongst participant conditions (GP, GA, GPO): countries F(2, 114) = 1.645, p = 0.197; movies 
F(2, 115) = 0.675, p = 0.511; sports F(2, 115) = 1.040, p = 0.357; events F(2, 114) = 0.089, p = 
0.915; bike pump F(2, 115) = 2.546, p = 0.083; car brake F(2, 116) = 0.576, p = 0.564; addition 
F(2, 102) = 0.257, p = 0.774; multiplication F(2, 101) = 0.873, p = 0.421. Just as with study, the 




Figure 8. Time spent at test and time spent gesturing during test. 
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Gesture at test. Participants spent the largest proportion of test time gesturing during the 
two linear orders (countries: 32%; movies: 36%), likely because these were the shortest test 
periods with only six true/false statements. The proportion of test time spent gesturing for the 
arithmetic problems is quite small, since participants simply had to select one answer from a list 
of four multiple choice options. The researchers observed some participants taking a much 
longer time at test for an arithmetic problem, which may have occurred if the participant did not 
see their answer to the problem as one of the multiple choice options. 
Difficulty and gesture time. Since the order of text presentation was counterbalanced 
(easy to hard; hard to easy), the researchers were interested in whether or not this order of 
difficulty might influence time spent at study or at test. 
 Time spent studying was significantly higher for the following texts when the difficulty 
was hard to easy: movies F(1, 116) = 14.000, p < 0.001, bike pump F(1, 116) = 8.873, p = 0.004, 
car brake F(1, 117) = 7.222, p = 0.008. Time spent at test was significantly higher for the 
following texts when the difficulty was hard to easy: bike pump F(1, 116) = 13.540, p < 0.001 
and car brake F(1, 117) = 9.230, p = 0.003. It is hypothesized that when participants see the more 
difficult texts first, they need more time to adjust to the task. The practice text that participants 
see is very similar in length to the easy texts. Seeing an easy text first likely would not intimidate 
participants, while seeing a longer, more difficult text first might be challenging. 
 There was no significant difference in time spent gesturing at study or test between the 
two difficulty conditions. Most of the additional time used in hard-to-easy order might be on 
reading and adjusting to the task. Gestures may come after the participants were comfortable and 




Figure 9. Average time at test is significantly lower for Gesture Allowed participants who gestured during study 
than for those who did not gesture during study. 
 
 Gesture behavior and reaction time. In the Gesture Allowed condition, there are four 
possible conditions of gesture behavior: (1) no gesture at study or test; (2) gesture at study but no 
gesture at test; (3) no gesture at study but gesture at test; (4) gesture at both study and test. To 
test whether gesture at study would shorten the reaction time at test, time at test was compared 
for people who gestured at study and those who did not gesture at study. (Both sub-groups did 
not gesture at test.) A Chi-square test of independence was calculated to compare the reaction 
time for the two gesture behavior conditions in the eight stimuli. No significant interaction was 
found 𝜒2(7) = 13.443, p = 0.062, indicating that the gesture behavior conditions and text type are 
independent from each other. The mean reaction times for the gesture at study and no gesture at 
study participants were compared. Results show reaction time (test time) was significantly lower 
for participants who gestured during study than those who did not gesture during study, 
F(1, 270) = 9.695, p = 0.002. Based on this finding, it can be concluded that gesturing at study 
lowers reaction time at test. The belief is that gesturing helps to encode the information, which 




 Time gesturing at study and accuracy. Statistical tests were conducted for each of the 
texts to determine whether time gesturing during study was correlated with accuracy. The car 
brake resulted in a moderately strong and significant correlation (r = 0.415, p = 0.025). No other 
correlations were significant. 
 
Figure 10. Car brake accuracy by time gesturing during study. 
 
 These results indicate that increased time spent gesturing at study may lead to improved 
recall for the mechanical systems – the most difficult text. 
Accuracy. Participant accuracy for each text was calculated by taking the number of 
correct true/false statements and dividing that number by the total number of true/false 
statements. This resulted in a number from 0-1. Accuracy for the arithmetic problems was either 
0 (incorrect) or 1 (correct). Accuracy was often converted into percentages from 0-100%. 
  Accuracy by condition groups. The initial accuracy comparison used the adjusted 
condition groups: Gesture Prevented (GP), Gesture Prevented but Observed (GPO), and Gesture 
Allowed (GA). Accuracy on the mechanical systems was significantly different amongst these 
three groups: bike pump F(2, 115) = 5.255, p = 0.007 and car brake F(2, 116) = 5.256, p = 0.007. 
Follow-up Bonferroni tests of multiple comparisons revealed the following significant 




differences for the Bike Pump: the GA group performed better than both the GP group (p = 
0.027) and the GPO group (p = 0.022). For the Car Brake, the GA group performed significantly 
higher than the GPO group (0.005). 
 Accuracy on the other texts and arithmetic problems did not differ significantly across 
adjusted condition groups: countries F(2, 114) = 2.313, p = 0.104; movies F(2, 115) = 0.490, p = 
0.614; sports F(2, 115) = 0.358, p = 0.700; events F(2, 114) = 1.931, p = 0.150; addition F(2, 
102) = 2.006, p = 0.140; multiplication F(2, 101) = 0.727, p = 0.486. 
 
Figure 11. Accuracy by text and adjusted condition (Gesture Prevented, Gesture Allowed, and Gesture Prevented 
but Observed). 
 
 While the GPO group accounted for participants in the GP condition who gestured for at 
least one text, there is no group that accounts for those GA condition participants who did not 
gesture for any texts. A follow-up analysis was conducted in which 8 GA participants who never 
gestured were excluded. The accuracy for the remaining 42 GA cases was compared with 
performance of the GP group. This was designed to be a more direct comparison between non-
gesturers and gesturers. There was a significant difference in accuracy for the Bike Pump, with 
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the subset of GA participants (M = 75.744, SD = 15.630) scoring significantly higher than the 
GP participants (M = 68.071, SD = 15.824), F(1,86) = 5.223, p = 0.025. These results indicate 
that being able to gesture is beneficial for mechanical systems. 
 Accuracy by behavior. The previous gesture groupings were based on initial condition 
and overall behavior. For example, even if a participant in the GP condition only gestured for 
one text, they were moved to the GPO condition. To get a more informed picture of how gesture 
behavior influenced accuracy, participants were divided into groups based on their behavior on 
each text. Participants were then placed into one of four groups by text: G_O (GA condition; 
gesture observed); G_N (GA condition; did not gesture); N_N (GP condition; did not gesture); 
N_O (GP condition; gesture observed). 
 An ANOVA was performed for each text to explore differences amongst the four 
behavior groups. The only significant differences were found for the mechanical systems: bike 
pump F(3,114) = 3.777, (p = 0.013); car brake F(3,115) = 2.750, (p = 0.046). Follow-up t-tests 
showed significant differences between the following behavior groups for the bike pump: 
participants in the Gesture Allowed condition who were observed gesturing scored higher than 
both participants in the Gesture Prevented condition who did not gesture (t(88) = 2.480, p = 
0.015) and participants in the Gesture Prevented condition who did gesture (t(36) = 2.493, p = 
0.017). Further, participants in the Gesture Allowed condition who did not gesture outperformed 
participants in the Gesture Prevented condition who did gesture (t(26) = 2.419, p = 0.023). 
Similar results were found for the Car Brake: participants in the Gesture Allowed condition who 
gestured performed better than both participants in the Gesture Prevented condition who did not 
gesture (t(86) = 2.130, p = 0.036) and those in the Gesture Prevented condition who did gesture 





Figure 12. Average accuracy by behavior groups for Bike Pump. Participants in the Gesture Allowed condition who 
gestured (G_O) performed better than participants in the Gesture Prevented condition who did not gesture (N_N) 
and did gesture (N_O). Participants in the Gesture Allowed condition who did not gesture (G_N) also performed 
better than participants in the Gesture Prevented condition who did gesture (N_O). 
 
 
Figure 13. Average accuracy by behavior groups for Car Brake. Participants in the Gesture Allowed condition who 
gestured (G_O) performed better than participants in the Gesture Prevented condition who did not gesture (N_N) 
and did gesture (N_O). 
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 As shown in Figure 12, participants who were assigned to the Gesture Allowed group 
who gestured performed significantly higher on the Bike Pump test than participants in the 
Gesture Prevented group, regardless of their observed behavior. Further, participants who were 
assigned to the Gesture Allowed group who did not gesture still significantly outperformed 
participants in the Gesture Prevented group who were observed gesturing. Perhaps Gesture 
Allowed participants who did not gesture could visualize the stimuli without gesture, while the 
Gesture Prevented participants who gestured needed the most assistance in understanding the 
material. 
 As with the Bike Pump, participants who were assigned to the Gesture Allowed group 
who gestured performed significantly higher on the Car Brake test than participants in the 
Gesture Prevented group, regardless of observed behavior. 
Questionnaire. Following the study and test of the six texts and solving of the two 
arithmetic problems, all participants were asked to complete a questionnaire. This questionnaire 
asked the participants to provide information about themselves and to comment on aspects of the 
experiment. Participants were asked about perceived difficulty of each text type, strategies for 
remembering (GA condition only), beliefs about gesture (GA condition only), and feelings about 
sitting on their hands (GP condition only). 
 Difficulty. Participants rated the difficulty of each text type on a Likert scale from 1 (very 
easy) to 5 (very difficult). As shown in Table 2, the linear orders were rated the easiest, followed 
by the schedules judged to be moderately difficult, then the mechanical systems which were 





Table 2. Participant difficulty ratings for each text type. 
 Mean Difficulty (SD) 
Linear Orders 2.437 (1.055) 
Schedules 3.168 (1.076) 
Mechanical Systems 4.168 (0.942) 
 
 Difficulty ratings did not differ for any text type by assigned participant condition (GP or 
GA): linear orders t(117) = -1.80, p = 0.74; schedules t(117) = -1.847, p = 0.067; mechanical 
systems t(117) = 1.066, p = 0.288. 
 Strategies. Participants assigned to the GA condition were asked to choose which 
strategies helped them to learn the information for each text type: gesture, mental map, text 
memorization, mnemonic device, other. Participants could choose more than one strategy and 
could write-in their own strategy for “other.” All results are presented as participants reported 
them, with the exception of one participant who described a gesture behavior as “other” – this 








The most common self-reported strategy was mental mapping, with gesture and text 
memorization as the second most common strategies. However, it is important to note that these 
are self reports, and thus do not always reflect the exact behavior of the participants. For 
example, some participants may not have realized they were gesturing. 
Beliefs about gesture. Participants in the GA condition were asked to rate their beliefs 
about the following statement on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree): 
“Gesturing helps understanding or remembering.” 34 of the 50 participants in the GA condition 
responded to this statement, and the majority of those participants indicated that they believed 
gesture to be helpful. 
 
Figure 15. Beliefs about gesture: "Gesture helps understanding or remembering." 
 
 Sitting on hands. Participants in the GP condition were asked to rate their beliefs about 
the following statement on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree): 
“Sitting on your hands / restricting movement made it harder to understand and remember 
information.” 51 of the 69 participants in the GP condition (before they had been moved to the 
GPO condition) responded to this statement, and the majority of participants (59%) believed 
sitting on their hands was restrictive. This response helps explain why one-third of the GP 




Figure 16. Feelings about sitting on hands: "Sitting on your hands/restricting movement made it harder to 
understand and remember information." 
 
 GP condition participants were asked, “Did sitting on your hands interfere with studying 
the descriptions? If so, how?” Participant answers helped to inform exactly how and when sitting 
on hands was disadvantageous. One participant responded: “Yes because [in] some cases I 
wanted to use my hands to model out or draw in the air some of the descriptions especially the 
mechanical ones.” Another participant stated, “Yes I was unable to use my fingers or hands as a 
means to structure my thinking.” These sample answers confirm that participants not only 
wanted to use their hands, but that they believed using their hands to model would help them 
think. 
Conclusion 
 This study demonstrated that individuals do gesture for information that is not inherently 
spatial. Over half of the participants gestured for more than half of the texts; only 8 Gesture 
Allowed participants never gestured. Participants used gesture to model the information. 
Gestures for the mechanical systems primarily took place in the air, gestures for linear orders and 
schedules took place both in the air and on a surface, and gestures for the arithmetic problems 
tended to take place on a surface. Both hands were used most frequently for the three text types, 
while the right hand was more common for arithmetic problems – likely because participants 
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were “writing” numbers with their fingers. Symmetric gestures were most common for the 
mechanical systems, while looking at hands was most common for arithmetic problems. Not 
only was gesture observed for each text type, but these gestures were able to be characterized. 
The only texts for which gestured improved comprehension and memory were the mechanical 
systems: bike pump and car brake. 





STUDY 2: GESTURES FOR NON-RELATIONAL INFORMATION 
Introduction 
 Much of the previous gesture research has focused on relational stimuli, but very little 
attention has been paid to non-relational stimuli. This study was designed to explore gesture 
behavior for information that is not inherently spatial or relational. In other words, not only is the 
information not spatial, but there are no common linkages within each text. The non-relational 
texts chosen for this experiment are lists of facts in which one piece of information does not 
connect with any other pieces of information. Conversely, relational stimuli such as the 
mechanical systems have connections and relationships embedded in the descriptions. What 
types of gestures may be observed for these non-relational stimuli, and will they facilitate 
memory and understanding? 
This experiment will test three hypotheses, the first of which is that spontaneous gesture 
behavior will occur more frequently during study and test of relational stimuli than non- 
relational stimuli. The second hypothesis is also behavioral: a pattern of gesture behavior will be 
observed for relational stimuli, but not for non-relational stimuli. The relational stimuli have 
information that can be modeled (e.g. structure of a system), whereas the non-relational stimuli 
have little to no possibility to be modeled. Finally, it is hypothesized that gesture will improve 
memory for information presented in the relational stimuli. 
Methods 
Participants. 64 Columbia University students and affiliates participated in this study. 
All participants were 18 years of age or older and were native English speakers (or graduated 
from an English-speaking high school). Only individuals who were not Physics or Engineering 
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undergraduate majors were eligible to participate. These individuals were excluded because of 
their likely high spatial abilities, which could inflate scores on the relational stimuli (mechanical 
systems). 
 Average age for participants across both conditions was 29 years, with a minimum age of 
19 years and a maximum age of 63 years. 83% of participants were female (53 female; 11 male). 
89% of participants were right handed (57 right handed; 7 left handed). 33% of participants 
spoke a language other than English at a conversational level (21 multi-lingual; 43 mono-
lingual). 
Materials. Participants studied four texts and responded to true/false statements about 
each text. Two of the texts were lists of 20 unrelated trivia facts. These texts were designed to be 
non-relational: each fact was unrelated to any of the other facts. Each list of trivia facts was 
followed by 20 true/false statements. The facts were presented in the same order each time, while 
the true/false statements were presented in random order. Each list of facts included 10 facts with 
numbers and 10 without. The distribution of true and false statements was also equal. 
The other two texts were descriptions of mechanical systems. Each description was 
separated into one functional and one structural paragraph; both were repeated four times, in 
alternating order. The mechanical systems were relational in nature: the parts and actions within 
the system built upon each other to describe a working system. These relational texts were 
followed by 16 true/false statements, presented in random order. 
The order of presentation of the four texts followed a Latin square design. As described 
in Keppel & Wickens (2004), this design was selected to minimize order effects: “Latin squares 
such as this are said to be digram-balanced or row-balanced. The use of a digram-balanced 
Latin square is greatly to be preferred for successive-treatment designs, especially when 
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carryover effects are likely or when the number of subjects (hence the number of different Latin 
square blocks) is small” (p. 385). The selected Latin square had four possible text orders: ABCD, 
BDAC, CADB, and DCBA. Each letter was assigned to a text: Trivia 1 (A), Trivia 2 (B), Bike 
Pump (C), Car Brake (D). 
The Latin square was modified to balance the two gesture conditions. Each text order was 
repeated, once with a No Gesture participant and once with a Gesture Allowed participant. A 
random number generator was used to determine the gesture condition for each new text order 
within the square. For example, before Participant 03, the “randbetween” function on Google 
Sheets was used to select either “0” (No Gesture) or “1” (Gesture Allowed). In this instance, the 
function output a “1,” resulting in this participant being placed in the Gesture Allowed condition 
and the subsequent “matching” participant being placed in the No Gesture condition. A total of 
eight Latin squares were completed for this experiment. 
Table 3. Example section of the Latin square. 
01_ABCD_G A B C D 
02_ABCD_N A B C D 
03_BDAC_G B D A C 
04_BDAC_N B D A C 
05_CADB_G C A D B 
06_CADB_N C A D B 
07_DCBA_N D C B A 
08_DCBA_G D C B A 
 
Procedure. The researcher first presented participants with an abridged verbal 
description of the IRB Informed Consent and Participants Rights documents. Participants were 
then free to take as much time as necessary to read through these materials on their own. 
Participants were required to consent to video and audio recording in order to participate. They 
were able to choose the audience that could view these recordings: only the researchers or 
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individuals outside of the research. Once participants had consented to taking part in the study, 
the experiment began. 
 The experimenter first introduced participants to the voice-controlled computer system. 
The first task was to study and respond to true/false statements about a practice text. This text 
was short (four sentences) and was followed by four true/false statements. The text was a 
description of an outdoor environment written in a route perspective. Participants in the No 
Gesture condition were asked to sit on their hands during this task, first verbally by the 
experimenter then by the on-screen instructions. The experimenter left the room during this task. 
Once the practice text was complete, the experimenter returned to the room and made sure 
participants had no questions or concerns. 
The experimenter then began the true experiment and left the room again. Participants 
were shown all four texts, each followed by a set of true/false statements to evaluate. Once 
participants had studied and evaluated true/false statements for all four texts, they called the 
researcher back into the room. The participants were given one final task: a questionnaire asking 
about themselves and their experiences with the experiment. At the culmination of this 
questionnaire, participants were paid $10 in cash or were issued one hour of study credit towards 
a course. 
 Equipment. Instructions, texts, and true/false statements were presented using SuperLab 
software on an Apple iMac. The questionnaire was presented on the same Apple iMac using 
Google Forms. Participant gestures were recorded using a video camera on a tripod to the 





Results and Discussion 
Participants. Participants in the two gesture conditions did not differ significantly on any 
of the following variables: gender 𝜒2(1) = 0.110, p = 0.740; multilingual status 𝜒2(1) = 0.071, p = 
0.790; dominant hand 𝜒2(1) = 0.160, p = 0.689; age t(62) = -1.133, p = 0.262. 
 
Table 4. Participant characteristics by condition. 
  Number of Participants 
  Gesture Prevented Gesture Allowed 
Gender 
Male 6 5 
Female 26 27 
Dominant Hand 
Right-hand dominant  28 29 
Left-hand dominant 4 3 
Language 
Monolingual 21 22 
Multilingual 11 10 
 
 
Table 5. Participant age by condition. 
 Gesture Prevented Gesture Allowed 
Mean Age (SD) 27.75 (1.625) 30.44 (1.728) 
 
Coding. Participant gestures were coded into two categories: representational or beat. 
Representational gestures modeled some aspect of the text. For example, many participants used 
gesture to model the way the structural components of the bike pump fit together, or the way 
brake fluid flows in the car brake. Beat gestures were quick, typically small movements believed 
to help people keep track of information. A brief up and down movement of a finger or hand that 
accompanies thought is one example of a beat gesture. Any other movements that were not 
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believed to be representational or beat gestures, including any type of fidgeting, were not 
counted as gestures. 
 
 
Figure 17. Participants performing representational gestures. Counting in the air for Trivia 2 at test (left); Gesture 
in air with one hand for Bike Pump at study (center); Symmetric gesture in air for Car Brake at study (right). 
 
 Gestures were also coded for a set of characteristics including location (air, surface, on 
hand), hand used (right, left, both), symmetry (both hands moved in a symmetric way), and 
looking at hands (at least once). If gestures fit more than one criteria, for example if a participant 
gestured in the air then on the desk, both of these locations were counted. 
Inter-rater reliability. Two trained coders watched approximately 20% of the Gesture 
Allowed videos (6) and coded for type of gesture and gesture characteristics. Reliability for type 
of gesture (representational or beat) was of paramount importance, since categorizing the types 
of gestures individuals perform under various conditions was one of the goals of this study. 
 The interpretation of Cohen’s Kappa can be somewhat subjective, since more than one 
value scale is common. A simplistic scale may include only three value categories, while a more 
detailed scale may have six or more value categories. The following Kappa scale was applied to 
the Kappa values in this study: 0-0.20 none; 0.21-0.39 minimal; 0.40-0.59 weak; 0.60-0.79 
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moderate; 0.80-0.90 strong; above 0.90 almost perfect (McHugh, 2015). Percent agreement was 
also calculated for each gesture characteristic as an alternative measure of reliability. 
Kappa values for representational gestures and associated characteristics ranged from 
moderate to perfect, indicating acceptable reliability for these variables. Kappa could not be 
calculated for “Looking” because one rater’s codes were constant. Percent agreement for all 
representational gesture characteristics was high (92-100%). Kappa values for beat gestures and 
associated characteristics also ranged from moderate to perfect, with two exceptions: “Location 
à Surface” and “Hand à Left.” However, there was reasonably high percent agreement 
between the two coders for all beat gesture characteristics (83-100%), including those with poor 
Kappa scores. Kappa could not be calculated for “Location à Hand” and “Looking” because 
one or more of the rater codes were constant. 
The two incidents in which reliability was weak or minimal are anomalous, especially 
considering each variable had a strong reliability score for the other gesture type. (For example, 
“Looking” was weak for representational gestures but perfect for beat gestures.) As a result, 
these low Kappa values were not believed to be cause for concern. 
Time spent gesturing at both study and test for both gesture types was not significantly 
different for the two coders, indicating agreement on these variables (Tables 7 and 9). Further, 
tests of standardized difference between two coders was performed for each time. Each 
difference was less than one standard deviation between coders, indicating acceptable reliability.    





Table 6. Inter-rater reliability results for representational gesture characteristics. 





Representational gesture 48 0.839 94% 
Location à Air 48 0.874 96% 
Location à Surface 48 1.000 100% 
Location à Hand 48 0.657 98% 
Hand à Right 48 0.727 92% 
Hand à Left 48 0.864 96% 
Symmetry 48 0.789 98% 
Looking 48 – 96% 
* All Kappa values significant (p < 0.05). 
 
Table 7. Inter-rater reliability results for representational gesture time. 
Variable t df Sig. (2-tailed) Standardized Difference between Two Coders 
Gesture Study Time -1.211 23 0.238 -0.025 
Gesture Test Time 1.032 23 0.313 0.231 
 
 
Table 8. Inter-rater reliability results for beat gesture characteristics. 





Beat gesture 48 0.613 83% 
Location à Air 48 0.622 85% 
Location à Surface 48 0.379 94% 
Location à Hand 48 – 100% 
Hand à Right 48 0.829 94% 
Hand à Left 48 0.551 88% 
Symmetry 48 0.878 98% 
Looking 48 – 100% 
* All Kappa values significant (p < 0.05). 
 
Table 9. Inter-rater reliability results for beat gesture time. 
Variable t df Sig. (2-tailed) Standardized Difference between Two Coders 
Gesture Study Time -0.967 23 0.343 -0.284 




Gesture behavior. Representational and beat gestures will be described in detail 
separately in this section. 
Representational gesture behavior. The majority of participants in the Gesture Allowed 
condition did not use representational gestures during the two non-relational texts. This is 
reasonable, since these unrelated facts were not believed to facilitate gesture. The slight increase 
in representational gestures for Trivia 2 is hypothesized to be a result of an increase in facts that 
could be modeled in some way. Of the five participants who used representational gestures at test 
for Trivia 2, three participants did so for the following statement: “The ‘Big Five’ orchestras in 
the United States are located in New York, Cleveland, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston.” One 
participant did so for another statement: “People have been using the word ‘fall’ to describe 
autumn for 500 years.” One participant gestured at test for both of these statements. Both of the 
statements can be spatialized, the first by creating a map and the second by using a timeline. It 
appears that this was how participants gestured for these statements at test. 
Representational gestures were far more prevalent during the relational texts – slightly 
more than half of participants gestured during both the Bike Pump and Car Brake (Figure 18). 
This is consistent with previous studies showing that participants use representational gestures 
for these texts. A Chi-square test revealed that the difference in observed representational 
gestures across the four texts is significant, 𝜒2(3) = 25.252, p < 0.01. Based on the Figure 18, it 
appears participants were more likely to use representational gestures for the two relational texts. 
Additionally, representational gestures were most common during study or at both study and test, 




Figure 18. Representational gesture behaviors in Gesture Allowed participants. 
 
Location. The most common location for representational gestures was in the air. Since 
so few representational gestures were performed for Trivia 1, it is difficult to definitively identify 
a common location for these gestures. In the air and on a surface were both common locations 
for Trivia 2. Unsurprisingly, the air was the most common gesture location for the mechanical 
systems, likely as a result of participants modeling the structures three-dimensionally. This trend 
holds across both study and test periods. During the study period, however, more than a quarter 
of participants also gestured on a surface (typically the desk). Gesturing on the hand was almost 
never observed. One potential explanation is that many “on hand” gestures take place when 
participants create tables to keep track of information (e.g. a schedule), but the two text types 




Figure 19. Location of representational gestures at study (left) and test (right). 
 
Hand use. Using one hand was more common for Trivia 2 at both study and test. 
However, it should again be noted that the number of gesturers for the trivia facts was quite 
small. The majority of gesturers for the mechanical systems used both hands at study, while the 
use of one hand was equally as common at test. One potential explanation for this pattern is the 






Figure 20. Hand use for representational gestures at study (left) and test (right). 
 
Symmetry. Nearly one-quarter and one-third of participants gestured symmetrically for 
the bike pump and car brake, respectively (Figure 21). Symmetric gestures were less prevalent 
during test, possibly because more representational gestures were occurring at study. No 
symmetric representational gestures were observed for the trivia facts at study or at test. 
 
 
Figure 21. Symmetric representational gestures at study (left) and test (right).      
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Looking. Looking at hands at least once was uncommon across all texts at both study and 
test periods. Two participants looked at their hands at least once during the study of Trivia 2, 
Bike Pump, and Car Brake; no participants looked at their hands during the study of Trivia 1. At 
test, only one participant looked at their hands at least once while gesturing, during Trivia 1. 
Beat gesture behavior. Approximately half of participants did not use beat gestures at 
any point during the four texts. When beat gestures were performed, the most common 
occurrences were during test. One explanation for this pattern is that participants use 
representational gestures to study and encode the information, then beat gestures to recall and 
keep track of information during test. 
 A Chi-square test revealed that the difference in observed beat gestures across the four 
texts was not significant, indicating that participants used beat gestures at nearly equal frequency 





Figure 22. Beat gesture behaviors in Gesture Allowed participants. 
 
Location. Beat gestures predominantly took place on a surface such as a desk during the 
study of both sets of trivia facts and the car brake. Beat gestures in the air were more common 
for the study of the bike pump and across all texts during test. Since the percentage of beat 
gesturers is so low, it may not be practical to rationalize about the locations of these gestures. 
Often times it seemed participants performed beat gestures where their hands were already 
placed at rest. 
Hand use. The use of one hand appears equally as likely as the use of both hands for beat 
gestures during both sets of trivia facts at study. However, both hands were used more often than 
a single hand during the study of the mechanical systems. A pattern for hand use during test is 
unclear – while the use of both hands is more common for Trivia 2 and Bike Pump, it appears 
equally likely that a person will use both hands or one hand at test for Trivia 1, and more likely 
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that they will use their right hand at test for Car Brake. Due to the low number of beat gesturers, 
it is difficult to make generalizations. 
Symmetry. Symmetric beat gestures occur sporadically across all texts at both study (9-
19% of Gesture Allowed participants) and test (3-19% of Gesture Allowed participants). These 
symmetric beat gestures often take place with the hands crossed, moving up and down. 
Looking. No looking at hands was observed during beat gestures at study or at test. 
Excluding cases. On a number of occasions, a noise within the room caused a text to 
advance prematurely. This did not pose an issue for the two relational texts, since each paragraph 
was repeated four times. However, since the non-relational texts were only shown once, this 
skipping was problematic. The screen advanced prematurely for four participants studying Trivia 
1 and two participants studying Trivia 2 (indicated with red points in Figures 23 and 24). In some 
of these instances, the participants had been studying the material for quite some time, but in 
other cases they had barely looked at the material. Time spent studying was used as a qualifier 
for whether or not participant accuracy scores should be counted in the event of skipped texts. If 
the study time was in the lowest 25% of study times for that text, the accuracy score and time 
studying were not included in any further analyses. This led to the rejection of one case for 




Figure 23. Trivia 1 study time distribution; red points indicate skipped texts at study. 
 
 
Figure 24. Trivia 2 study time distribution; red points indicate skipped texts at study. 
 
Participant accuracy for each text was determined by counting the number of true/false 
statements assessed correctly and dividing this number by the total number of statements. This 
created a decimal score between 0 and 1, which was further converted to a percentage. 
Periodically, a statement was skipped accidentally due to noise. In these cases, the statement was 




Time at study and test. There was no significant difference in study time between No 
Gesture and Gesture Allowed participants for the following three texts: Trivia 1 t(61) = -1.879, p 
= 0.065; Bike Pump t(62) = -0.294, p = 0.769; Car Brake t(62) = -0.128, p = 0.898. There was a 
significant difference in study time for Trivia 2 between the No Gesture condition (M = 184.644, 
SD = 100.827) and the Gesture Allowed condition (M = 255.810, SD = 166.160), t(60) = -2.053, 
p = 0.044. Further analyses indicated that this increase in study time did not result in improved 
accuracy, since there was no significant difference between the two gesture conditions for Trivia 
2 accuracy (F(61) = 1.917, p = 0.171). 
 There was no significant difference in test time between No Gesture and Gesture 
Allowed participants for all four texts: Trivia 1 t(61) = 0.701, p = 0.486; Trivia 2 t(60) = -0.894, 
p = 0.375; Bike Pump t(62) = -0.780, p = 0.439; Car Brake t(62) = -0.018, p = 0.986. 
 
 
Figure 25. Average time spent at study (left) and test (right). 
 
Gesture times. Participants spent only a small fraction of study time performing 
representational gestures during the trivia facts (1-2%) and an equally small percentage of study 
time performing beat gestures for all four texts (1%). Participants also spent a small percentage 




of test time performing representational or beat gestures (1-5%). The largest percentage of time 
spent gesturing took place during the study of the mechanical systems, in which approximately 
20% of study time was spent gesturing (representational). 
The types of gestures performed at test are typically brief and thus would not take much 
time. Additionally, the brief nature of beat gestures explains the short percentage of time spent 
on these gestures. Representational gestures at study, however, are often lengthy and elaborate, 
particularly for the relational texts, as participants are rehearsing and encoding this information 
to recall later. This explains the large percentage of time spent on representational gestures 




Figure 26. Time spent gesturing at study and test for both representational (left) and beat (right) gestures. 
 
Gesture behavior and reaction times. Following the protocol set by the previous study, 
time at test was compared for participants who did not gesture at all and those who only gestured 
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at study. No significant differences were found for any texts, indicating that gesture during study 
did not decrease time at test. This finding held for both representational gestures (Trivia 1 t(27) = 
1.015, p = 0.319; Trivia 2 t(16.683) = 0.401, p = 0.693; Bike Pump t(18) = -0.082, p = 0.935; Car 
Brake t(23) = 1.237, p = 0.229) and beat gestures (Trivia 1 t(21) = 1.382, p = 0.181; Trivia 2 
t(17) = 0.175, p =0.863; Bike Pump t(20) = 0.873, p =0.393; Car Brake t(3.3) = 0.602, p =0.586).  
Time gesturing at study and accuracy. Visually, the data appear to show a trend that the 
longer Gesture Allowed participants spend performing representational gestures during the study 
of the mechanical systems, the higher their accuracy. Follow-up analyses demonstrated that this 
correlation between representational gesture time at study and accuracy was not significant for 
the Bike Pump (r = 0.349, p = 0.156), but was significant for the Car Brake (r = 0.795, p < 
0.001). This finding is in line with that of Study 1, in which there was also a significant 
correlation between gesture time at study and accuracy for the Car Brake. 
One outlier was excluded from each of these analyses: Bike Pump (Time Rep Gesture at 
Study = 498.459 seconds; Accuracy = 0.5); Car Brake (Time Rep Gesture at Study = 362.104 
seconds; Accuracy = 0.63). These participants gestured during study for a length of time that far 
exceeded the other participants’ gesture times. A significant correlation still holds if the excluded 





Figure 27. Bike pump accuracy by time gesturing (representational) during study. 
 
 
Figure 28. Car brake accuracy by time gesturing (representational) during study. 
 
 A further analysis was conducted to determine the overall effect of gesturing during study 
on the accuracy of mechanical systems. A test of correlation between the time spent gesturing 
during study and the accuracy for both mechanical systems resulted in a moderately strong, 
significant correlation (r = 0.573, p < 0.001). 
r = 0.349, p = 0.156 




Figure 29. Mechanical systems accuracy by time gesturing (representational) during study. 
 
This finding supports the hypothesis that gestures help to encode information; the longer 
participants gesture, the better their memory for the information. 
Accuracy. Accuracy by text with respect to a number of other variables was explored. 
Accuracy and gender. No significant differences in accuracy were found for the four 
texts between males and females (across gesture conditions): Trivia 1 t(61) = 0.221, p = 0.826; 
Trivia 2 t(60) = 0.090, p = 0.929; Bike Pump t(62) = -0.452, p = 0.653; Car Brake t(62) = -0.560, 
p = 0.578. 
Accuracy and language. No significant differences in accuracy were found for the four 
texts between monolingual and multilingual speakers (across gesture conditions): 
Trivia 1 t(61) = -0.772, p = 0.443; Trivia 2 t(60) = -0.705, p = 0.483; Bike Pump t(62) = 1.023, p 
= 0.310; Car Brake t(62) = 1.347, p = 0.183. 
Accuracy and age. No significant correlation between age and accuracy was found for 
the four texts (across gesture conditions): Trivia 1 r = 0.021, p = 0.873; Trivia 2 r = 
0.036, p = 0.781; Bike Pump r = -0.084, p = 0.509; Car Brake r = -0.052, p = 0.681. 
r = 0.573, p < 0.001 
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Accuracy and study time. There was no significant correlation between study time and 
accuracy for Trivia 2, Bike Pump, or Car Brake. There was, however, a significant weak 
correlation between study time and accuracy for Trivia 1: more time spent studying led to a 
higher accuracy score. 
 
Table 10. Correlation between time spent studying and accuracy. 
  Pearson Correlation N Significance 
Trivia 1 No Gesture 0.383 32 0.030* Gesture Allowed 0.478 31 0.007* 
Trivia 2 No Gesture 0.279 32 0.122 Gesture Allowed 0.180 30 0.341 
Bike Pump No Gesture 0.139 32 0.446 Gesture Allowed -0.157 32 0.390 
Car Brake No Gesture 0.256 32 0.157 Gesture Allowed -0.022 32 0.904 
 
 
Accuracy by condition. No significant differences were found between the No Gesture 
and Gesture Allowed conditions for any of the four texts: Trivia 1 F(62) = 0.131, p = 0.719; 
Trivia 2 F(61) = 1.917, p = 0.171; Bike Pump F(63) = 1.097, p = 0.299; Car Brake F(63) = 
0.135, p = 0.714. This was unexpected and did not replicate the findings of Study 1, in which 




Figure 30. Accuracy by assigned condition. 
 
Accuracy by behavior. Since some of the participants in the No Gesture condition 
gestured and some of the participants in the Gesture Allowed condition did not gesture, there is a 
need to look more closely at how gesture behavior – not just assigned gesture condition – 
influences accuracy. Each gesture condition was broken down into two conditions, creating four 
total groups: No Gesture condition, did not gesture; No Gesture condition, did gesture; Gesture 
Allowed condition, did not gesture; Gesture Allowed condition, did gesture. Each participant 
was given a behavior code for each text based on their behavior at study. 
Gesture groups. One particularly problematic aspect of this group breakdown is the small 
number of gesturers compared to a much larger number of non-gesturers. Therefore, it can be 
difficult to draw conclusions about how gesture behavior influenced accuracy. The following 
two sub-sections provide statistical analyses, but the author recognizes that these analyses are 
limited by a lack of power. 
Representational gesture behavior accuracy. All but two participants did not perform 
representational gestures while studying the Trivia 1 text, making it difficult to assess how 
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representational gestures impacted accuracy for this text. The overall model was significant 
F(62) = 3.791, p = 0.028, with a post-hoc Bonferroni comparison revealing a significant 
difference between Gesture Prevented participants who did not gesture and Gesture Allowed 
participants who did gesture (p = 0.028) and Gesture Prevented participants who did gesture and 
Gesture Allowed participants who did gesture (p = 0.025). Although the means for the two No 
Gesture groups (both 73%) are significantly higher than that of the gesturing group (50%), this 
finding should be further investigated. 
Again, a small number of participants performed representational gestures for Trivia 2, 
making statistical comparisons difficult. The overall model for this text was significant F(61) = 
6.161, p = 0.004, with a post-hoc Bonferroni comparison revealing a significant difference 
between Gesture Prevented participants who did not gesture (70%) and Gesture Allowed 
participants who did not gesture (59%), p = 0.003. This result is extremely puzzling, since both 
participant groups chose not to gesture. 
The model comparing accuracy for the Bike Pump was not significant F(63) = 1.381, p = 
0.257. While it appears that individuals in the No Gesture condition who gestured performed the 
best (87%), it is important to note that this group is made up of only one individual, making 
robust statistical comparisons impossible. 
The model comparing accuracy for the Car Brake was also not significant F(63) = 0.336, 
p = 0.799. Once again, the same pattern of high scoring (81%) No Gesture condition gesturers 
emerged, but this accuracy score is again only made up of one participant. 
Beat gesture behavior accuracy. There were no significant differences in accuracy 
amongst participant behavior groupings for the following texts: Trivia 1 F(62) = 1.405, p = 
0.253; Bike Pump F(63) = 1.747, p = 0.183; Car Brake F(63) = 0.023, p = 0.977 (homogeneity of 
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variances violated). The model was significant for Trivia 2 F(61) = 5.309, p = 0.008, with a post-
hoc Bonferroni comparison showing a significant difference between the Gesture Prevented 
participants who did not gesture (70%) and Gesture Allowed participants who did not gesture 
(60%), p = 0.006. As with the representational gestures, this significant difference in Trivia 2 
between two non-gesturing groups is puzzling. 
Questionnaire. All participants responded to a questionnaire at the culmination of the 
experiment. Participants were asked to rate the difficulty of the texts they studied, to identify 
strategies they used, and to rate their beliefs about sitting on their hands or using their hands, 
depending on their assigned condition. 
Text difficulty rating. No difference was found for self-reported difficulty of texts 
between conditions: trivia facts t(62) = -0.812, p = 0.420; bike pump t(62) = -1.284, p = 0.204; 
car brake t(62) = -0.937, p = 0.352. This finding indicates that participants in one group did not 
find any of the texts more challenging than participants in the other group did. 
Difficulty rating and accuracy. Visually, self-reported difficulty rating and accuracy 
appear correlated – texts that are perceived as easier result in higher average scores. However, 
this correlation is only significant for the Bike Pump (Kendall’s tau b = 0.383, p < 0.001), not the 
Trivia Facts (Kendall’s tau b = 0.182, p = 0.077) or the Car Brake (Kendall’s tau b = 0.110, p = 
0.300). 
Sitting on hands. Questionnaire results indicated that participants in the No Gesture 
condition were divided on their beliefs about how sitting on their hands impacted their 
understanding. Approximately half of participants agreed that sitting on hands made 




Figure 31. Participant responses: "Sitting on my hands made it harder to understand what I was reading.” 
  
Participants did comment on not being able to gesture: “Using my hands for the 
mechanical questions would have been helpful!” This participant response is similar to that of 
Study 1, in which participants expressed a desire to gesture and believed this would help their 
thinking. 
Beliefs about gesture. Only 16% of Gesture Allowed participants responded that using 
their hands did not help them at all, while more than half of participants in the same condition 
responded that using their hands helped them “to a large degree” or “very much.” More than half 
of participants in the Gesture Allowed condition responded that they used their hands to help 








Figure 33. Participant responses: “If you used your hands, how much did it help you understand?" 
 
Strategies. Of the 20 participants who gestured during the bike pump text, only 7 
recognized that they had gestured and named this as a strategy in the questionnaire. Similarly, of 
the 19 participants who gestured during the car brake text, only 8 recognized that they had 
gestured and named this strategy. There was one outlying instance, in which a participant in the 
No Gesture condition reported using his/her elbows, and this behavior was not picked up as a 
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gesture when the videos were reviewed. This finding supports previous research that suggests 
gesturers do not always recognize when they are gesturing. 
Hypotheses 
 This study was designed to explore three hypotheses: (1) Spontaneous gesture behavior 
will occur more frequently during study and test of relational stimuli than non-relational stimuli; 
(2) A pattern of gesture behavior will emerge for relational stimuli, but not for non-relational 
stimuli; and (3) Gesture will improve memory for information presented in the relational stimuli. 
Hypothesis 1. The first hypothesis is examined in Figures 18 and 22, in which both types 
of gesture behavior of interest are shown. Figure 18 shows that spontaneous representational 
gestures were used at study by two participants for Trivia 1, 5 participants for Trivia 2, 19 
participants for Bike Pump, and 18 participants for Car Brake. Therefore, it appears spontaneous 
representational gesture behavior did occur more frequently during the study of relational stimuli 
than non-relational stimuli. Further, as shown in Figure 18, participants were more likely to use 
relational gestures spontaneously at study than at test. 
 Conversely, as shown in Figure 22, an approximately equal number of participants were 
observed using beat gestures across all texts. The conclusion is that beat gestures occur at a 
nearly equal rate between relational and non-relational texts. As shown in Figure 22, beat 
gestures are performed more frequently at test than at study. 
 This experiment has demonstrated that spontaneous gesture behaviors do occur more 
frequently during study of relational stimuli if the gestures are representational in nature. 
However, beat gestures are equally likely to occur across all types of stimuli during study, and 
are more common at test than at study. 
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 Hypothesis 2. The second hypothesis asserts that only relational stimuli will result in a 
recognizable pattern of gesture behavior. Characterizing representational gestures for the 
relational stimuli is straightforward: the majority of gestures take place in the air, participants 
typically use both hands, and approximately one-quarter to one-third of participants use 
symmetric gestures. Due to the lack of representational gesturers for both sets of trivia facts, it 
was difficult to establish a pattern of representational gesture behavior for these texts. However, 
with a larger number of gesturers, a pattern could emerge. 
Because the number of beat gesturers was relatively small, patterns of gesture behavior 
were more difficult to recognize for both relational and non-relational texts. Beat gestures at 
study for non-relational texts took place predominantly on a surface, then in the air at test. This 
pattern was the same for relational texts, with the exception of the Bike Pump at study, in which 
the air was the most common beat gesture location. Participants used both hands or one hand in 
nearly equal numbers while studying the non-relational texts, but used both hands more often 
while studying the relational texts. 
Relational stimuli appear to result in a pattern of representational gestures while non-
relational stimuli do not. However, a slight pattern for both non-relational and relational stimuli 
can be identified for beat gestures. It would be beneficial to have more data available to draw 
more concrete conclusions. 
Hypothesis 3. This hypothesis aims to build off of the finding from previous studies that 
gesture improves memory. However, this experiment did not provide sufficient evidence to 
conclude that gesture improves memory for relational stimuli. It also did not provide sufficient 
information about how gesture influences memory for non-relational stimuli, since so few 




 This work broadens the research about when people gesture, what types of gestures they 
produce, and whether these gestures are beneficial. Study 1 provided evidence that people utilize 
gestures for stimuli that are not inherently spatial. Participants can be seen translating the text to 
representational gestures. Further, these gestures proved advantageous for comprehension and 
recall in some scenarios (mechanical systems). Study 2 demonstrated that individuals gesture for 
a wide variety of stimuli, regardless of spatial language or relationality. Individuals perform 
representational gestures, even when the stimuli are non-relational. However, representational 
gestures appear to be more prevalent for relational texts. Beat gestures are observed at nearly 
equal rates across both non-relational and relational texts. 
 Gestures are not always explicitly described or characterized in other research. The 
process of gesture coding is time-consuming and subjective, and requires a well-designed coding 
scheme. While coding schemes may vary depending on what characteristics of gesture are of 
interest, perhaps this work can serve as one model for gesture coding. The coding scheme used in 
this research was intended to categorize gesture type (representational or beat), as well as key 
characteristics that might reveal what the participant was modeling (e.g. symmetric gestures). 
 Gesture improved performance for some texts, but not all. This finding implies that 
gesture improves comprehension and memory for some stimuli, but not others. Curiously 
enough, even when gestures do not appear to improve accuracy, participants still gesture. This 
act of gesturing must have some cognitive purpose, even if this was not reflected in this study’s 
test measure. Perhaps the measures used were simply not sensitive enough to pick up the benefits 





 The first limitation is the one discussed above: sixteen or twenty true/false statements 
may not be adequate measures to assess whether or not gesture improves memory. One issue 
with true/false statements is the 50/50 chance of success. Alternative measures may be required 
to register a difference between gesturers and non-gesturers for certain texts. 
 Another limitation, discussed briefly in a previous section, is a lack of statistical power. 
This experiment sampled 64 participants, and only half of those were permitted to gesture. This 
resulted in an extremely small number of gesturers for some texts, making it impossible to make 
generalizations about gesture behavior and accuracy. Further, this experiment is limited in that 
the sample was not diverse: only Columbia University students and affiliates participated. 
Perhaps there would be more variability in the results if the participant sample was more diverse.   
 When conducting a laboratory experiment, there are always certain limitations a 
researcher must face. In the case of these studies, a few participants commented on the comfort 
of the laboratory environment. Some anecdotal examples of participant comments include: the 
computer screen was difficult to read, the desk and chair set-up was uncomfortable, the camera 
in the room made them feel self-conscious about gesturing. However, it is the researcher’s hope 
that none of these discomforts was significant enough to influence participants’ performance. 
Future Directions 
 In order to collect data for a larger number of gesturers, a follow-up study has been 
planned in which all participants will be free to gesture. This study will have a much larger 
number of participants (N = 100), and will use the same stimuli (2 non-relational texts; 2 
relational texts). The aim of this study is to acquire more data about gestures and whether or not 
gesturing impacts comprehension and recall. 
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 Future work might explore additional types of non-relational texts. Lists of facts are only 
one type of stimulus that is non-relational in nature. Other stimuli such as literary texts or 
historical passages might be explored, or perhaps other trivia lists. One goal of this research was 
to push the limits of gesture behavior to discover if and when people would cease to gesture. Yet 
findings have shown that people gesture in nearly every context! Future gesture research may 
explore these boundaries further and seek to understand how and why gestures help people think 
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Study 1 Scripts 
 




This is a study of learning complex descriptions. You will study three kinds of descriptions, two 
examples of each. After studying each description, you will be presented with statements about 
the descriptions and you will judge whether each statement is true or false. Then you'll go on to 
the next description. Before each kind of description, you will be told what kind of description 
you'll be reading. You'll have as much time as you need to read the descriptions and evaluate the 
statements. 
 
You will progress from screen to screen using your voice. To advance, say "next." When you get 
to the true/false statements, give your answer, "true" or "false". After you have answered, the 
next question will appear on the screen. When you have answered all the questions for that 
description, a screen will appear telling you that. When you are ready, say “next” to see the next 
description. 
 
Because your voice advances the screen, be careful not to speak out loud except to advance to 
the next screen or answer a question.  
 
(The following bolded paragraph will only be shown to participants in condition 01: no gesture.) 
Before we begin, please sit on both of your hands. Please remain seated this way for the 
entirety of the experiment. 
 
Let's start with a practice trial. On the next screen, you'll study a description of an imaginary 
environment. When you're done studying, you'll advance to the next screen for the first question. 
There will be 4 questions for this description. The experimenter will be outside the room while 
you go through the practice trial. When you're done, please open the door to call the 
experimenter back into the room.  
To begin, say “next.” 
 
 
Practice Trial Complete! 
 
You have now completed the practice text. Please open the door to call the experimenter back 
into the room. 
 
(The experimenter will now come into the room and make sure the participant does not have any 





The next two descriptions will be of items that are ordered in one way or another. As before, you 
will have as much time as you need to read each description. When you are finished reading and 





The next two descriptions will be about schedules of events. You will have as much time as you 
need to read each description. When you are finished reading and ready to evaluate statements 
about the text, say “next.” Evaluate each statement as either “true” or false.” 
 
 
The next set of two descriptions will be of mechanical systems. Each description will be in two 
parts on separate screens. For each mechanical system, you will have four repetitions of the two 
parts. You will have as much time as you need to read each description. To get the next screen, 
say “next.” When you have finished reading the four repetitions of the two screens, say “next” to 
see the questions. Evaluate each statement as either “true” or false.”  
 
 
You have now completed this part of the experiment. Please open the door and call the 











Americana World is a large amusement park based on US history and geography. It has a large 
parking lot leading to Revolution Path. You go west on Revolution Path and you will find the 




Practice Text True/False Statements 
 
• You go west on Revolution Path and you will find the ticket booth on your right 
decorated with US flags. 
• Coming back from Arctic way, you turn left on Revolution Path and you will find the 
ticket booth on your right.  
• West of the ticket booth, the Arctic Highway goes south from Revolution Path. 




Movies Text (Linear Order) 
 
Alex loves movies. He prefers spy movies to romance. He likes drama less than spy. He likes 
comedies more than spy movies. He prefers romance to drama. 
 
Movies Text True/False Statements 
 
• Alex likes spy movies more than drama. 
• Alex likes comedies less than romance. 
• Alex likes drama more than romance. 
• Alex likes spy less than comedies. 
• Alex likes romance less than spy. 





Economics Text (Linear Order) 
 
A group of economists were asked to make predictions for economic growth for Latin American 
countries for the next 10 years. They predicted Mexico’s growth higher than Argentina’s, 
Mexico greater than Brazil, Brazil less than Cuba, Argentina less than Brazil, and Cuba higher 
than Mexico. 
 
Economics Text True/False Statements 
 
• Cuba’s growth should be lower than Mexico’s. 
• Brazil’s growth should be lower than Cuba’s. 
• Cuba’s growth should be higher than Argentina’s. 
• Mexico’s growth should be lower than Brazil’s. 
• Mexico’s growth should be higher than Argentina’s. 




Occasions Text (Schedule) 
 
The Amazing Occasions Company is coordinating three celebrations for the weekend. For the 
Birthday Celebration, dinner will be at 6:00 pm, toasts at 7:00 pm, and a slide show at 8:00 pm. 
For the Wedding Party, they plan to have dancing at 6:00 pm, dinner at 7:00 pm, and toasts at 
8:00 pm. For the Exhibit Opening, there will be a slide show at 6:00 pm, dinner at 7:00 pm, and 
dancing at 8:00 pm. 
 
Occasions Text True/False Statements 
 
• All the events have dinner at the same time. 
• When there are toasts, they always follow the dinners. 
• Dinner is at the same time for the Wedding and the Opening. 
• For the Birthday and the Wedding, toasts are at the same time. 
• Toasts for the Birthday are earlier than dinner. 
• At the Birthday the slide show is after the toasts. 
• At the Exhibit Opening, the slide show is after the dinner. 
• Dinner comes before dancing for the Exhibit Opening. 
• At the Wedding, dancing comes before the dinner. 
• Dinner is later than the toasts at the wedding. 
• The Wedding toasts come after the Birthday toasts. 
• The Birthday slide show is before the Exhibit slide show. 
• Dancing is earlier at the Exhibit Opening than toasts at the Wedding Party. 
• Dancing at the Wedding is earlier than dancing at the Exhibit Opening. 
• There are toasts at all the events. 






Sports Text (Schedule) 
 
Jon, Dan, and Ted are at sports camp and comparing their activities for the week. 
Jon plays soccer in the morning, baseball in the afternoon, and basketball in the evening. 
Dan does soccer in the morning, basketball in the afternoon, and swimming in the evening. 
Ted does swimming in the morning, baseball in the afternoon, and soccer in the evening.  
 
Sports Text True/False Statements 
 
• All the boys play soccer. 
• The boys all swim. 
• No one plays basketball in the morning. 
• Swimming is always at night. 
• Jon plays soccer after basketball. 
• Jon plays baseball before basketball. 
• Dan does basketball earlier than swimming. 
• Dan plays soccer later than basketball. 
• Ted swims before he plays baseball. 
• Ted plays baseball after he plays soccer. 
• When Jon is playing baseball, Dan is playing basketball. 
• When Ted swims, Jon plays basketball. 
• Dan plays soccer before Ted. 
• Dan plays basketball after Jon. 
• Ted swims before Dan plays basketball. 





Bike Pump Text (Mechanical System) 
 
Structural Description: 
The bicycle pump is a tall cylinder with a handle extending from the top that can move up and 
down.  Attached to the bottom of the handle in the middle of the cylinder is the piston. Next to 
the piston is the inlet valve that can open and close. Below the inlet valve is the chamber. 
Extending outward from the chamber at the bottom is the outlet hose.  Between the chamber and 
the hose is the outlet valve, which can open and close. 
 
Functional Description: 
When the handle is pulled up, it pulls the piston up.  The pressure of the upward movement of 
the piston causes the inlet valve next to the piston at the top of the chamber to open and the outlet 
valve at the bottom of the chamber of the pump to close.  This allows air to enter the lower 
chamber.  When the handle is pushed down, pressure is exerted in the chamber causing the outlet 
valve to open.  The pressure in the chamber and the opening of the outlet valve causes air to exit 
through the hose. 
 
(Note: Each description type shown 4 times, creating this presentation pattern: S F S F S F S F) 
 
Bike Pump Text True/False Statements 
 
• The piston is attached to the wall of the cylinder. 
• The inlet valve is open when the outlet valve is closed. 
• The piston is at the bottom of the handle. 
• The inlet valve opens when the handle is pulled up. 
• The outlet valve extends outward from the piston. 
• Pulling the handle up pulls the inlet valve up. 
• Pushing the handle down closes the inlet valve. 
• Pressure build up in the chamber opens the outlet valve. 
• The downward movement of the piston causes the inlet valve to close. 
• The outlet valve opens when the piston is raised. 
• The outlet valve allows air to enter the chamber. 
• The pump works when the outlet valve stays open. 
• Next to the handle is the inlet valve. 
• Next to the hose is the outlet valve. 
• The outlet valve is between the chamber and the hose. 






Car Brake Text (Mechanical System) 
 
Structural Description: 
The brake or brake drum is a circular structure.  Directly inside the sides of the brake drum are 
two thick semicircular structures called the brake shoes. The brake fluid reservoir is located 
above and to the side of the brake drum.  From the brake fluid reservoir, a tube runs down 
sideways and then down to the middle of the brake drum.  Extending from both sides of the tube 
in the middle of the brake drum are wheel cylinders surrounding small pistons.  Brake fluid can 
move from the reservoir through the tube to the pistons.  The small pistons can move outward 
toward the brake shoes.  The brake shoes can move outward toward the brake drum. 
 
Functional Description: 
From the brake fluid reservoir, brake fluid enters and travels sideways and down the tube.  As 
the brake fluid accumulates at the bottom of the tube, pressure is exerted on the small pistons 
inside the wheel cylinders.  This causes the pistons to push outward toward the brake drum. The 
outward movement of the shoes causes friction along the inside of the brake drum, slowing the 
rotation of the wheel. 
 
(Note: Each description type shown 4 times, creating this presentation pattern: S F S F S F S F) 
 
Car Brake Text True/False Statements 
• Brake fluid can move to the brake shoe. 
• The brake drum moves towards the brake shoe. 
• The brake fluid reservoir is inside the brake drum. 
• The wheel cylinders surround the small pistons. 
• The small pistons are adjacent to the brake shoes. 
• The pressure of fluid accumulation is exerted on the small pistons. 
• The tube is next to the wheel cylinder. 
• The wheel cylinders are next to the tube. 
• Brake fluid pushes the brake drum outward. 
• The brake shoes are circular devices. 
• Next to the brake drum are the wheel cylinders. 
• The tube penetrates the brake shoes. 
• The pistons put pressure on the brake shoes. 
• The brake fluid stays in the tube. 
• The amount of brake fluid released determines time to brake. 






Study 1 Questionnaire 
 
ABOUT YOU 






2. Date of Birth 
 [Month] [Day] [Year] 
 




4. How would you rate your spatial thinking abilities? 
Poor 1 2 3 4 5 Excellent 
 
 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE DESCRIPTIONS (GESTURE PREVENTED CONDITION) 
You studied 3 types of descriptions (linear order, schedule, mechanical systems). Please answer 
some questions about each. 
 
1. Please rate the difficulty of linear order descriptions (economic growth, movie preference). 
 Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 Very Difficult 
 
2. Please rate the difficulty of schedule descriptions (sports practice, events). 
 Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 Very Difficult 
 
3. Please rate the difficulty of mechanical systems descriptions (car brake, bike pump). 
 Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 Very Difficult 
 
4. Did sitting on your hands interfere with studying the descriptions? If so, how? 





QUESTIONS ABOUT THE DESCRIPTIONS (GESTURE ALLOWED CONDITION) 
 
LINEAR ORDER DESCRIPTIONS 
Please answer some questions about the linear order descriptions (economic growth, movie 
preference). 
 
1. Please rate the difficulty of linear order descriptions. 
 Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 Very Difficult 
 
2. When learning the descriptions with orders, what strategies did you use? 
You may select more than one. 
o Gesture 
o Mental map 
o Text memorization 
o Mnemonic device 
o Other: [open response] 
 
SCHEDULE DESCRIPTIONS 
Please answer some questions about the schedule descriptions. 
 
3. Please rate the difficulty of schedule descriptions (sports practice, events). 
 Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 Very Difficult 
 
4. When learning the descriptions with schedules, what strategies did you use? 
You may select more than one. 
o Gesture 
o Mental map 
o Text memorization 
o Mnemonic device 
o Other: [open response] 
 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS DESCRIPTIONS 
Please answer some questions about the mechanical systems descriptions (car brake, bike pump). 
 
5. Please rate the difficulty of mechanical systems descriptions. 
 Very Easy 1 2 3 4 5 Very Difficult 
 
6. When learning the descriptions with mechanical systems, what strategies did you use? 
You may select more than one. 
o Gesture 
o Mental map 
o Text memorization 
o Mnemonic device 






Study 2 Scripts 
Gesture Allowed condition script 




This is a study of memory for different kinds of information. You will be asked to study and 
recall information about four texts. After studying each one, you will be presented with 
statements and you will judge whether each statement is true or false. Then you'll go on to the 
next text. Before each kind of text, a description will be given. You'll have as much time as you 
need to read the texts and evaluate the statements. 
 
You will progress from screen to screen using your voice. To advance, say "next." When you get 
to the true/false statements, give your answer, "true" or "false". After you have answered, the 
next question will appear on the screen. When you have answered all the questions for that 
description, a screen will appear telling you that. When you are ready, say “next” to see the next 
description. 
 
IMPORTANT: Because your voice advances the screen, be careful not to speak out loud except 
to advance to the next screen or answer a question. Even a brief noise such as a cough may 
advance the screen. 
Let's start with a practice trial. On the next screen, you'll study a description of an imaginary 
environment. When you're done studying, you'll advance to the next screen for the first question. 
There will be 4 true/false for this description. The experimenter will be outside the room while 
you go through the practice trial. When you're done, please open the door to call the 
experimenter back into the room. 
 
To begin, say “next.” 
 
[Insert practice text / statements] 
 
Practice Trial Complete! 
 
You have now completed the practice text. Please open the door to call the experimenter back 
into the room. 
 
[Experimenter will make sure the practice trial went smoothly and will start the true experiment.] 
 
[Introductory text for Facts] The next two texts will be a collection of trivia facts. As before, you 
will have as much time as you need to study them. When you are finished reading and ready to 




[Introductory text for Mechanical Systems] The next two texts will be descriptions of mechanical 
systems. Each description will be in two parts on separate screens. For each mechanical system, 
you will have four repetitions of the two parts. You will have as much time as you need to read 
each description. To get the next screen, say “next.” When you have finished reading the four 
repetitions of the two screens, say “next” to see the questions. Evaluate each statement as either 
“true” or false.” 
 
[Completion screen] You have now completed this part of the experiment. Please open the door 
and call the experimenter back into the room. Thank you for your participation!
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Gesture Prevented condition script 




This is a study of memory for different kinds of information. You will be asked to study and 
recall information about four texts. After studying each one, you will be presented with 
statements and you will judge whether each statement is true or false. Then you'll go on to the 
next text. Before each kind of text, a description will be given. You'll have as much time as you 
need to read the texts and evaluate the statements. 
 
You will progress from screen to screen using your voice. To advance, say "next." When you get 
to the true/false statements, give your answer, "true" or "false". After you have answered, the 
next question will appear on the screen. When you have answered all the questions for that 





• Because your voice advances the screen, be careful not to speak out loud except to 
advance to the next screen or answer a question. Even a brief noise such as a cough may 
advance the screen. 
• Before we begin, please sit on both of your hands. Please remain seated this way for 
the entirety of the experiment. 
 
Let's start with a practice trial. On the next screen, you'll study a description of an imaginary 
environment. When you're done studying, you'll advance to the next screen for the first question. 
There will be 4 true/false for this description. The experimenter will be outside the room while 
you go through the practice trial. When you're done, please open the door to call the 
experimenter back into the room. 
 
To begin, say “next.” 
 
[Insert practice text / statements] 
 
Practice Trial Complete! 
 
You have now completed the practice text. Please open the door to call the experimenter back 
into the room. 
 
[Experimenter will make sure the practice trial went smoothly and will start the true experiment.] 
 
[Introductory text for Facts] The next two texts will be a collection of trivia facts. As before, you 
will have as much time as you need to study them. When you are finished reading and ready to 
evaluate true/false statements, say “next.” Evaluate each statement as either “true” or false.” 




[Introductory text for Mechanical Systems] The next two texts will be descriptions of mechanical 
systems. Each description will be in two parts on separate screens. For each mechanical system, 
you will have four repetitions of the two parts. You will have as much time as you need to read 
each description. To get the next screen, say “next.” When you have finished reading the four 
repetitions of the two screens, say “next” to see the questions. Evaluate each statement as either 
“true” or false.” Please remain sitting on your hands during study and evaluation. 
 
[Completion screen] You have now completed this part of the experiment. Please open the door 





Study 2 Texts 
Practice Text 
 
Americana World is a large amusement park based on US history and geography. It has a large 
parking lot leading to Revolution Path. You go west on Revolution Path and you will find the 
ticket booth on your right decorated with US flags. Past the ticket booth, you turn right on Arctic 
Highway. 
 
Practice Text True/False Statements 
 
• You go west on Revolution Path and you will find the ticket booth on your right 
decorated with US flags. 
• Coming back from Arctic way, you turn left on Revolution Path and you will find the 
ticket booth on your right. 
• West of the ticket booth, the Arctic Highway goes south from Revolution Path. 




Trivia Facts 1 (Non-Relational) 
 
• The population of Ireland is approximately 4.8 million people. 
• In 1922, the Lincoln Memorial was opened. 
• The Northern Mockingbird is the state bird of Texas. 
• The flag of Ukraine is blue and yellow. 
• Laverne & Shirley was the most popular television program in 1978. 
• The United States has 32 NFL teams but only 31 NFL stadiums. 
• The Sydney Opera House was designed by architect Jorn Utzon. 
• There are 7500 types of apples, but the U.S. only grows one third of these varieties. 
• Friedrich Buschmann invented the accordian in 1822. 
• The Darby Free Library in Pennsylvania is the oldest library in the United States. 
• The Prince Ruspoli’s Turaco is a multi-colored Ethiopian bird named for Italian Prince 
Eugenio Ruspoli. 
• A group of flamingoes is called a stand. 
• Papyrus, an ancient writing material, is over 6000 years old. 
• The digital file type .gif stands for Graphics Interchange Format. 
• In 1824, the Megalosaurus (“great lizard”) became the first dinosaur to be given a name. 
• Many of the red dyes in our food are made from bugs called cochineal insects. 
• The average temperature on Neptune is approximately -350ºF. 
• The supercontinent Pangaea broke apart into two supercontinents called Gondwanaland 
and Laurasia during the Triassic period. 
• A figure with eleven edges and eleven vertices is called a hendecagon. 
• The painters who pioneered Cubism were Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso. 
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Trivia Facts 1 True/False Statements 
 
• Approximately 8.4 million people live in Ireland. (F) 
• The Lincoln Monument opened in 1822. (F) 
• Texas’s state bird is a type of mockingbird. (T) 
• The Ukrainian flag is blue and yellow. (T) 
• The most popular television show in 1987 was Laverne & Shirley. (F) 
• There are more NFL teams in the U.S. than football stadiums. (T) 
• Jørn Utzon designed the Sydney Opera House. (T) 
• The United States grows one third of the apples grown annually. (F) 
• The accordion was invented in 1822 by Johann Buschmann. (F) 
• The United States’s oldest library is located in Vermont. (F) 
• The Prince Ruspoli’s Turaco is a multi-colored bird native to Italy. (F) 
• A strand is a name for a group of flamingoes. (F) 
• Papyrus was invented six millennia ago. (T) 
• The abbreviation for a .gif file is short for Graphics Interchange Format. (T) 
• The Megalosaurus, meaning “great lizard,” was named in 1824. (T) 
• Cochineal lizards are commonly used to make red dyes for food products. (F) 
• The planet Neptune has an average temperature of about -350º Fahrenheit. (T) 
• During the Triassic period, Pangaea split into two land masses called Gondwanasia and 
Laurasia. (F) 
• A hendecagon has eleven sides. (T) 




Trivia Facts 2 (Non-Relational) 
 
• Oslo is the capital city of Norway and is located in the southern region of the country. 
• The population of Malaysia is about 31 million people, and surpassed the population of 
Australia in the 1980s. 
• The sport lacrosse originated in North America in the 1100s. 
• The metal brass is a mixture of both zinc and copper. 
• The musician Sir Elton John's real name is Reginald Dwight. 
• A nine-sided figure has 1260º and is called a nonagon. 
• The word "coffee" has Dutch, Arabic, and Turkish origins, but coffee as a drink 
originated in 11th century Ethiopia. 
• "Radar" is actually an acronym that stands for "radio detection and ranging." 
• The "Big Five" orchestras in the United States are located in New York, Cleveland, 
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston. 
• J.J. Thompson discovered the electron, Ernest Rutherford discovered the proton, and 
James Chadwick discovered the neutron (in that order). 
• The season of autumn received its name in the 1300s, but since the 1600s has also been 
called "fall" as a result of poets' repetitive use of the phrase "the fall of the leaves." 
• The Statue of Liberty was designed by Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi and Richard Morris 
Hunt. 
• Amelia Earhart was a nurse before she became a pilot; she did not fly a plane until she 
was 23 years old. 
• There are actually five species of monotreme: mammals that lay eggs; the platypus is the 
most well-known. 
• Bulgaria, Iraq, and Ecuador all have the same national flower: the rose. 
• The Mona Lisa is located at The Louvre in France, and has been since 1797. 
• The first person to circumnavigate the earth was Juan Sebastián Elcano. 
• The flags of Cameroon and Bolivia are both red, yellow, and green. 
• Caterpillars can evolve into butterflies or moths, both members of the biological order 
Lepidoptera. 
• The Academy Award for Best Picture in 1966 went to "A Man for All Seasons." 
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Trivia Facts 2 True/False Statements 
 
• Oslo is the capital and southern-most city in Norway. (F) 
• Malaysia has a larger population than Australia. (T) 
• Lacrosse is almost a 1000 year old sport. (T) 
• Copper is a mixture of zinc and brass. (F) 
• Reginald Dwight is the birth name of Sir Elton John. (T) 
• A nanogon has nine sides and 1260º. (F) 
• The word "coffee" has Dutch roots, but it was first used as a drink in Turkey during the 
11th century. (F) 
• RADAR stands for remote detection and ranging. (F) 
• None of the United States' big five orchestras are located on the west coast. (T) 
• The electron, neutron, and proton were all discovered by different people, but the proton 
was discovered first. (F) 
• People have been using the word "fall" to describe autumn for 500 years. (T) 
• Bartholdi and Hunt designed the Statue of Liberty. (T) 
• Amelia Earhart did not ride in a plane until she was 23. (F) 
• Five different species of Platypus are known to scientists. (F) 
• The rose is the national flower of Bulgaria. (T) 
• For over 200 years, the Mona Lisa has resided in France. (T) 
• Juan Sebastián Elcano was the first person to travel all the way around the earth. (T)  
• Cameroon and Bulgaria both have red, yellow, and green flags. (F) 
• Creatures of the order Lepidoptera become caterpillars at some point during their 
lifecycle. (T) 




Bicycle Pump (Relational Text) 
 
Structural Description: 
The bicycle pump is a tall cylinder with a handle extending from the top that can move up and 
down.  Attached to the bottom of the handle in the middle of the cylinder is the piston. Next to 
the piston is the inlet valve that can open and close. Below the inlet valve is the chamber. 
Extending outward from the chamber at the bottom is the outlet hose.  Between the chamber and 
the hose is the outlet valve, which can open and close. 
 
Functional Description: 
When the handle is pulled up, it pulls the piston up.  The pressure of the upward movement of 
the piston causes the inlet valve next to the piston at the top of the chamber to open and the outlet 
valve at the bottom of the chamber of the pump to close.  This allows air to enter the lower 
chamber.  When the handle is pushed down, pressure is exerted in the chamber causing the outlet 
valve to open.  The pressure in the chamber and the opening of the outlet valve causes air to exit 
through the hose. 
 




Bicycle Pump True/False Statements 
 
• The piston is attached to the wall of the cylinder. 
• The inlet valve is open when the outlet valve is closed. 
• The piston is at the bottom of the handle. 
• The inlet valve opens when the handle is pulled up. 
• The outlet valve extends outward from the piston. 
• Pulling the handle up pulls the inlet valve up. 
• Pushing the handle down closes the inlet valve. 
• Pressure build up in the chamber opens the outlet valve. 
• The downward movement of the piston causes the inlet valve to close. 
• The outlet valve opens when the piston is raised. 
• The outlet valve allows air to enter the chamber. 
• The pump works when the outlet valve stays open. 
• Next to the handle is the inlet valve. 
• Next to the hose is the outlet valve. 
• The outlet valve is between the chamber and the hose. 




Car Brake (Relational Text) 
 
Structural Description: 
The brake or brake drum is a circular structure.  Directly inside the sides of the brake drum are 
two thick semicircular structures called the brake shoes. The brake fluid reservoir is located 
above and to the side of the brake drum.  From the brake fluid reservoir, a tube runs down 
sideways and then down to the middle of the brake drum.  Extending from both sides of the tube 
in the middle of the brake drum are wheel cylinders surrounding small pistons.  Brake fluid can 
move from the reservoir through the tube to the pistons.  The small pistons can move outward 
toward the brake shoes.  The brake shoes can move outward toward the brake drum. 
 
Functional Description: 
From the brake fluid reservoir, brake fluid enters and travels sideways and down the tube.  As 
the brake fluid accumulates at the bottom of the tube, pressure is exerted on the small pistons 
inside the wheel cylinders.  This causes the pistons to push outward toward the brake drum. The 
outward movement of the shoes causes friction along the inside of the brake drum, slowing the 
rotation of the wheel. 
 




Car Brake True/False Statements 
 
• Brake fluid can move to the brake shoe. 
• The brake drum moves towards the brake shoe. 
• The brake fluid reservoir is inside the brake drum. 
• The wheel cylinders surround the small pistons. 
• The small pistons are adjacent to the brake shoes. 
• The pressure of fluid accumulation is exerted on the small pistons. 
• The tube is next to the wheel cylinder. 
• The wheel cylinders are next to the tube. 
• Brake fluid pushes the brake drum outward. 
• The brake shoes are circular devices. 
• Next to the brake drum are the wheel cylinders. 
• The tube penetrates the brake shoes. 
• The pistons put pressure on the brake shoes. 
• The brake fluid stays in the tube. 
• The amount of brake fluid released determines time to brake. 





Study 2 Questionnaire 
 
Section 1 (to be filled out by the experimenter) 
Participant ID: [fill-in] 
Date: [pop-out calendar] 
Condition: [choose one] 
• 01 (GP) 
• 02 (GA) 
screen advances 
 
Section 2 (to be filled out by the participant) 
Gender: [fill-in] 
Age: [drop-down menu] 









How difficult were the facts to learn? [choose one] 
1 (Very difficult) 2 (Somewhat difficult) 3 (Easy) 4 (Very easy) 
 
Describe strategies you used to remember the lists of facts: [open response] 
 
How difficult were the workings of the bike pump to learn? [choose one] 
1 (Very difficult) 2 (Somewhat difficult) 3 (Easy) 4 (Very easy) 
 
Describe strategies you used to remember the bike pump: [open response] 
 
How difficult were the workings of the car brake to learn? [choose one] 
1 (Very difficult) 2 (Somewhat difficult) 3 (Easy) 4 (Very easy) 
 





Next set of questions dependent on gesture condition: 
 
Section 2 (Gesture Prevented participants only) 
Sitting on my hands made it harder to understand what I was reading. 
1 (Strongly disagree) 2 (Somewhat disagree) 3 (Somewhat agree) 4 (Strongly agree) 
 
Section 2 (Gesture Allowed participants only) 
Did you find yourself using your hands to understand what you were reading? [choose one] 
1 (Not at all)  2 (Somewhat)   3 (Frequently)  4 (Almost always) 
 
If you used your hands, how much did it help you understand? [choose one] 
1 (Not at all)  2 (To a small degree)  3 (To a large degree) 4 (Very much) 
 
All participants saw the same final question: 






Gesture Coding Scheme 
The following gesture behaviors were coded for each participant for each text, at both study and 
test: 
 
Category Description Code 
Gesture > Representational 
Participant performs a gesture that is 
representative of something. Information 
from the text is being modeled in some 
way. 
0 = not observed 
1 = observed 
Gesture > Beat 
Participant performs a short, non-
representational movement (but not a 
fidgeting movement). 
0 = not observed 
1 = observed 
Location > In the air Gesture performed in the air. 0 = not observed 1 = observed 
Location > On a surface Gesture performed on a surface, such as a desk or on one’s leg. 
0 = not observed 
1 = observed 
Location > On the hand Gesture performed on one’s hands, such as counting on hands or knuckles. 
0 = not observed 
1 = observed 
Hand > Right Participant gestures with right hand. 0 = not observed 1 = observed 
Hand > Left Participant gestures with left hand. 0 = not observed 1 = observed 
Symmetry 
Participant performs a symmetric 
gesture, such as using both hands to 
move bicycle pump handle. 
0 = not observed 
1 = observed 
Looking Participant looked as his/her gestures at least once. 
0 = not observed 
1 = observed 
* This coding scheme was identical for both Study 1 and Study 2, except for the addition of 
   “Gesture > Beat” for Study 2. 
